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Welcome to Edinburgh 2012 and the end of an 
unprecedented summer of historic, cultural and 
sporting events. The whole world has been watching: 
first the Jubilee, then the Euros, and now the London 
2012 Olympics and Paralympics. 
Television has rarely had such 
a summer, rarely had so many 
opportunities to flaunt its 
technical mastery and wizardry, 
and to demonstrate its global 
reach. 

Fitting then, that we come to the 37th Edinburgh 
International Television Festival with a renewed 
realisation of the potent power of broadcasting. And 
Kenton Allen, this year’s Advisory Chair, and his hard-
working committee have put together a packed 
programme of sessions and events, which reflect this 
extraordinary year, both for programme-makers and 
broadcasters. All the UK-based channels will be here, 
and will be called to account for their strategies, their 
achievements and failures in 2012. If you want to 
know where the opportunity is for the next big thing, 
or where to place the hit you know you have, then 
do go along to the Controller sessions across the 
three days of the Festival. In addition, there will be a 
special session looking back at 30 years of Channel 
4, as well as discussing its appropriate place in a 
modern, crowded multi-channel world: the current 
chief executive, David Abraham, will be interrogated 
by C4 former chief executive, Michael Jackson. 

Standout international programme successes and 
the talent behind them will be featured centre stage 
throughout the Festival: the creators of Hatufim, 
the original Homeland, are coming to town from 
Israel; the creator of 7 Up, the respected film director 
Michael Apted is coming in from LA, as is the creator 
of Modern Family, Steven Levitan, who will be 
discussing the world’s most successful sitcom with 

Richard Curtis. Victoria Wood will be here, as will 
Ruth Jones, Steven Moffat  and Leigh Francis, with a 
special television industry version of Celebrity Juice. 

And of course, we have the first woman to deliver 
the keynote MacTaggart lecture in 17 years. It’s been 
an extraordinary year, too, for Elisabeth Murdoch, 
Chairman of Shine Group, which she has built into 
one of the world’s biggest indies and which is now 
owned by News Corp. She is bound to have much to 
say about creative leadership and management: it 
will be an unmissable event. 

When I first started coming to Edinburgh as a 
BBC trainee producer, the Television Festival began 

on Friday night, and lasted until 
Monday afternoon. There was 
no Edinburgh conference centre, 
instead you’d spend spent the 
entire bank holiday trudging 
between sessions up and down 
George Street, or sitting on bum-
numbing benches in draughty 

Church of Scotland meeting rooms. No one in 
television then seemed to think that bank holidays 
were designed to give you more time to spend with 
your family. Although certain – male – television 
executives did take time out from the Festival to 
go and play a round of obligatory golf and would 
appear on Saturday afternoon in an alarming parade 
of terrible tartan trousers and patterned Pringle 
jumpers.  But times have changed, Pringle has 
become an almost acceptable accessory, and we all 
want a bank holiday. 

So this year, we’ve changed the timetable and 
the Festival now opens on Thursday morning, and 
concludes on Saturday lunchtime. The Festival team 
have worked hard to ensure that there are still as 
many events and sessions as before and certainly 
as much fun, if not as much golf… It is rightly called 
a festival, not a conference. Please enjoy all it has to 
offer – and many thanks to Kenton, Louise and the 
team for delivering such an exciting programme. 

elaine Bedell 
Director of Entertainment & Comedy 
ITV 
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Welcome To edinBurgh, 2012
Elaine Bedell is Executive 
Chair of the MediaGuardian 
Edinburgh International 
Television Festival and 
Director of Entertainment and 
Comedy at ITV. Elaine heads 
a committee that meets five 
times a year and manages 

the overall governance of the Festival and its 
educational initiatives.

“standout international 
programme successes and 
the talent behind them will 
be featured centre stage 
throughout the Festival.”
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Dear Delegate,

Welcome to this year’s MediaGuardian Edinburgh 
International Television Festival.  I’m absolutely 
thrilled to be presiding over the 37th Festival, with a 
newly minted Thurs-Sat format, preserving more of 
your bank holiday weekend! I’m also equally excited 
to be first Festival chairman, since 1995, to be able 
to announce that a woman is giving the MacTaggart 
Lecture. More on that shortly.

When Elaine invited me to chair this year’s Festival 
Advisory Committee I agreed with a certain amount 
of trepidation. I had heard it was a pretty demanding 
job, and I already have one of those. However, I 
have been coming to Edinburgh for 23 consecutive 
years and it was time to give something back so 
enthusiasm prevailed and I said yes, and I’ve loved 

every minute and had a great time helping shape 
this year’s festival.  As the head of a relatively small 
indie I am passionate about TV and the indie sector 
in particular. I wanted to create a wholly optimistic 
and inspirational festival programme that might 
appeal to the many others  like me, operating in this 
vibrant and creative part of the creative industries. 
So it was with a ‘no moaning’ mantra in mind that I, 
along with the wonderful Advisory Committee, set 
about creating a hugely diverse programme offering 
a myriad of opportunities to learn about, engage 
with, and share, the very best of what our industry 
has to offer.

This year’s MacTaggart Lecture has been hotly 
anticipated ever since its announcement in late 2011. 
Can’t think what all the fuss is about? Anyway, at 
time of writing I still haven’t been granted access 
to Elisabeth Murdoch’s speech. It is, as they say, an 
extremely hot property. However, I have recently 
re-read her father’s MacTaggart from 1989 and it is 
astonishingly prescient. I have no doubt Elisabeth 
will deliver something equally stimulating. I got to 
know her properly when I helped Elisabeth establish 
the original Shine from a tatty office in Ladbroke 
Grove, back in the days when we all used to sit 
around happily smoking in our open plan offices 
(way back in 2001 to be precise.) With Shine now 
riding a tidal wave of success not just in the UK, 
but all around the world, a better example of indie 
excellence could not be found, and this is in no 
small way thanks to the brilliant, creative leadership 
of Elisabeth. Creative leadership is a key theme at 
this years festival which is why I wanted Liz to give 
the MacTaggart. Her speech will no doubt make 
headlines and offer fresh perspectives on the media 
story of our times, and it will no doubt contain great 
insight about the future direction of our business but 
I’m sure it will also offer some wise words on how 
to drive creative and business excellence and the 
challenges of leading very diverse creative teams to 
produce world class content across multiple genres 
and time-zones, oh, and I’d expect a couple of good 
jokes. She is, amongst many great qualities, whip 
smart and wickedly funny and I can’t wait for you to 
hear what I’m sure will be a classic MacTaggart.
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insPiring creaTiviTy,  
sTimulaTing deBaTe

Kenton Allen is the 
2012 Advisory Chair 
of the MediaGuardian 
Edinburgh 
International Television 
Festival and Chief 
Executive of Big Talk 
Productions.
Over the past 12 
months Kenton has 
been leading the 
Advisory Committee 
in producing all of the 
Festival sessions.

“i wanted to create a wholly
optimistic and inspirational festival 
programme that might appeal to the 
many others like me, operating in 
this vibrant and creative part of the 
creative industries.”



Other keynotes range from the awe inspiring film-
maker, Michael Apted, to renaissance man Charlie 
Brooker, to the “Egyptian Jon Stewart” Bassem 
Youssef to “the man everyone in Hollywood wants 
a meeting with” Netflix’s Ted Sarandos.  A pretty 
awesome line-up I hope you’ll agree.

There are masterclasses and creative sessions 
to tickle everyone’s fancy. I am particularly excited 
about the legendary Richard Curtis’s interview with 
US comedy titan and Modern Family creator Steve 
Levitan. We’ll learn from the fantastically creative 
teams behind Sherlock, Horrible Histories, Call The 
Midwife, and Scott and Bailey.  The team behind 
Educating Essex (along with head and deputy head 
from series one), the prolific and multi-talented Ruth 
Jones and the award winning documentarian Adam 
Curtis will also all grace the stage over the next three 
days.  Plus the originators of the format that went 
on to become the drama hit of 2012, Homeland, are 
joining us from Israel to discuss its incredible global 
success.

But this hasn’t just been a year of creative 
excellence; it’s also been a year of change in our 
industry, and the Festival will address some of the 
major issues facing us all. We’ll be discussing my 
festival predecessor, George Entwistle’s new job as 
he gears up for the challenges of the biggest job 
in British broadcasting, with an esteemed panel 
including former Director General Greg Dyke. 
We’ll also be examining Channel 4 at 30, as former 
CEO Michael Jackson asks the current CEO David 
Abraham all the pressing questions facing the rebel 
broadcaster as it hits middle age. And we have the 
First Minister of Scotland, Alex Salmond, who will 
be outlining his vision for an independent Scotland 
and what it will mean for Scottish media, followed by 
a discussion on the implications with distinguished 
Scottish TV figureheads.

The business of television continues to evolve 
apace this year and this will be reflected in sessions 
exploring the creative applications of Connected 
TV and Second Screen (Boxing Clever), YouTube 
entrepreneurship (Who Needs a Commission 
Anyway) and how to successfully launch an Indie 
(The Indie Surgery).

To top it off we’ll discuss the forthcoming 
Communications Bill, celebrate celebrate the biggest 
media event in history with what promises to be a 
brilliant session on the Olympics with Roger Mosey 
and Director of Ceremonies Martin Green, take a 

close look at the impact of Piracy and celebrate 
the art of the pitch. All preceded by a healthy 
dose of Festival irreverence as Keith Lemon hosts 
our Celebrity Juice Edinburgh special. A veritable 
smorgasboard of delights, in true Festival style!

There are workshops, parties, demos, more 
parties, networking events, controller sessions, 
commissioner speed dating and more at the Festival. 
We’ve expanded the controller line up to better 
reflect the rapidly expanding opportunities in a 
multichannel world: so don’t forget to check out 
our Meet the Multichannel Controller sessions on 
Saturday morning.

I couldn’t sign off without saying three huge thank 
yous. Firstly, to the fabulous Advisory Committee 
comprising some of TV’s brightest minds – thanks 
folks, we honestly couldn’t have done it without you. 
Secondly, a personal thank you to Saul Nassé, the 
best Vice Chair I could have hoped for. Saul sadly 
couldn’t make it this weekend but his input has been 
invaluable throughout. Very best wishes to you Saul.  
And finally the Festival Team of Louise Benson and 
Liz Swift who are, literally, the best a man can get. At 
times it’s been a bit like trying to kick start a tractor, 
but with these two riding shotgun (on a tractor?!) I 
had no doubt we’d get there in the end.

So, I sincerely hope you have a fantastic time. 
And the best Edinburgh tip I can give you is don’t 
be shy and make sure you say hello to anyone and 
everyone that takes your fancy (and feel free to buy 
me a drink...) 

We have a rollercoaster of fun lined up for you so 
hold on tight and enjoy the ride!

Kenton allen,
Chief Executive Officer
Big Talk Productions
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“This hasn’t just been a year of 
creative excellence; it’s also been a 
year of change in our industry”
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We would like to thank the following sponsors without whom MGEITF would not be possible. 

Guardian News & Media (GNM) is one of the world’s 
leading progressive news organisations, reaching 3.2 
million readers every day, 1.4 million of them outside 
the UK. As well as newspapers, the Guardian and The 
Observer, GNM also publishes guardian.co.uk, the 
fifth most read newspaper website in the world, and 
guardiannews.com, a US-based website with over 
20 million unique browsers a month. GNM is owned 
by Guardian Media Group, whose sole shareholder is 
The Scott Trust. 
www.guardian.co.uk/media 

YouTube is the world’s most popular online video 
community allowing millions of people to discover, 
watch and share originally created videos. Our 
mission is for YOU to discover and shape the world 
through video. YouTube provides a forum for people 
to connect, inform and inspire others across the 
globe and acts as a distribution platform for original 
content creators and advertisers large and small. 
YouTube, LLC is based in San Bruno, CA and is a 
subsidiary of Google Inc.
www.youtube.com

The BBC is the world’s best 
known broadcaster, informing, 
educating and entertaining 
in the UK and around the 

world. Today’s digital BBC plays a key civic role in 
UK life and aims to be the most creative, trusted 
organisation in the world and to enrich people’s lives 
with great programmes and services. BBC content 
is watched, listened to or accessed online via eight 
national TV channels, ten national radio stations, 240 
websites and over 40 local radio stations. 
www.bbc.co.uk

Blitz is one of the UK’s leading 
providers of staging and rental 
services for the live events industry. 
These include high power video 
projection, camera systems, audio 
PA systems, graphics production 

and equipment, LED video walls, lighting and stage 
sets with experienced technical personnel to provide 
support. 
www.blitzcommunications.co.uk

The Canadian Tourism Commission (CTC) is a 
national marketing organisation. We lead Canada’s 
tourism marketing efforts in global markets and 
consumer segments. We work in collaboration with 
the Canadian private sector, international travel trade, 
meeting professionals, and the governments of 
Canada, the provinces and the territories to position 
Canada as a place where travellers can create their 
own unique and extraordinary personal experiences.  
We are always delighted to showcase Canada 
through the  medium of film and television  and to 
work with partners in this field to bring the best of 
Canada’s visual assets and story ideas to the fore. 
www.canada.travel/media

Established in 1982, Channel 4 enjoys 
a unique status as the world’s only 
major public service broadcaster 
funded entirely by its own commercial 
activities. Channel 4 commissions all its 
programmes from third parties and has 
played the leading role in helping grow 

a vibrant community of UK independent producers. 
www.channel4.com
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major sPonsors

Creative Scotland aims to 
stimulate growth in Scotland’s 
independent  television 
production companies, by 
investing in, and promoting, 
Scottish talent and bringing 

Scottish creative content into every home in 
Scotland. Creative Scotland has partnerships with 
BBC Scotland, Channel 4, STV and MG Alba to 
develop and promote Scottish productions to 
broadcasters in the UK and internationally and 
supporting Scottish talent, producers, writers and 
crews. Our ambition is to see Scotland recognised as 
one of the world’s most creative nations.
www.creativescotland.com 

Deloitte is a leader 
in providing 
financial, taxation, 

accounting and consultancy advice to help clients 
evaluate complex issues, develop fresh approaches 
to problems and implement practical solutions. 
Through Deloitte’s global network of member firms, 
our TMT professionals deliver innovative solutions 
to clients wherever they are in the world. Within 
the media space Deloitte provides deep analytical 
thought leadership and insight on a broad range 
of current issues, including the ever evolving 
relationship between media and consumers. Clients 
include some of the world’s top broadcasters, 
advertising agencies, leaders in publishing and 
production companies. 
www.deloitte.co.uk/television

The Farm Group is a multi-award winning, leading independent television and film 
post-production group. With facilities based in London’s Soho, Bristol, Salford and 
Los Angeles, we are able to provide fast, flexible and cost effective post production 
services throughout the UK and across the Atlantic. We pride ourselves on being 
pioneers in post-production, for setting the highest of standards and for providing a 
first class service to the world’s television, media and entertainment industries. Our 

services include stereoscopic 3D, high definition and digital picture and sound post-production for television, 
film, music, commercials and convergent technologies. 
www.farmgroup.tv

GfK delivers growth from 
knowledge. We have 25 years’ 
experience of measuring audiences, 
to help our clients buy and 
sell advertising airtime, to help 
broadcasters create better content, 
to help businesses develop new 

products. We know what programmes people 
watch and why they watch, using a unique mix of 
innovative measurement technologies and research 
techniques. And we know how people watch, by 
measuring sales and ownership of all consumer 
electronics products. We’re passionate about what 
we do. We’re excited about the future and are the 
only research agency that offers UK media and 
entertainment companies a truly holistic view of the 
way people think about, talk about and consume 
visual content.
www.gfknop.com  

Glow Labs is a solution 
driven digital agency; 
everything we do is 

focused on solving your problems in the most 
beautiful and creative way. Whether your challenges 
are around customer acquisition, online positioning, 
user engagement via social media or getting your 
message onto mobile devices, Glow Labs can create 
the most elegant solution for you. We are committed 
to working with our clients to an agreed vision, 
seeking high-value and brilliant digital solutions, 
whilst collaborating from start to finish.
www.glowlabs.co.uk
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ITV is the largest commercial 
television network in the 
UK, home to the biggest 
entertainment shows, major 
sporting events, award winning 
drama and  high quality factual.  

We invest around £1billion each year in network 
and regional programming, with the majority spent 
on UK production.  ITV is also available online and 
on demand via ITV Player. Our production arm, 
ITV Studios, is the largest and most successful 
commercial production company in the UK, creating 
over 2,000 hours of original programming each year.
www.itv.com

Sky entertains and excites 
more than 10.3 million 
homes in the UK and 
Ireland – on TV, online and 
on mobile. Sky continues 
to break new ground with 

its own portfolio of channels – including Sky 1, Sky 
Atlantic, Sky Arts, Sky Movies, Sky Sports and Sky 
News – and is leading the UK into the age of high 
definition television. It has also launched Europe’s 
first 3D TV channel as well as Sky Anytime+, its 
video on demand service. The company is also the 
UK’s fastest-growing broadband and home phone 
provider. Sky believes in making a wider contribution 
by taking positive action on the environment, 
supporting grassroots sports and increasing access 
to, and participation in, the arts. 
www.sky.com

UKTV is one of the most 
important and successful 
multichannel providers in 
the UK. Formed in 1997, it is 

an independent commercial joint venture between 
BBC Worldwide and Scripps Networks International. 
Attracting over 40 million viewers each month, the 
network consists of 10 distinctive channel brands – 
Watch, Gold, Dave, Alibi, Yesterday, Blighty, Eden, 
Home, Really and Good Food – offering a broad 
range of quality programming across entertainment, 
lifestyle and factual. UKTV’s successful programming 
strategy combines high profile original commissions 
and key acquisitions with quality content from the 
BBC. All UKTV channels are distributed on Sky and 
Virgin Media. Dave, Really and Yesterday are also 
available on Freeview. 
www.uktv.co.uk

Xbox is the premier home 
entertainment and video game 
system. Kinect for Xbox has 
transformed social gaming and 
entertainment with a whole 
new way to play — no controller 
required. Xbox is home to the 

best games as well as one of the world’s largest 
on-demand libraries of music, standard and high-
definition movies, TV shows and digital games, all in 
one place. 
www.xbox.com/en-gB

major sPonsors

oTher sPonsors sPonsors in Kind
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FesTival inFormaTion
regisTraTion

sTraThBlane hall, eicc
All delegates must register and collect their badge 
on arrival at the Festival in the Strathblane Hall, EICC.

The registration desk will be open at the 
following times:
Thursday 23 august  08:00 – 18:00
Friday 24 august  09:00 – 18:00
saturday 25 august  09:00 – 14:30

Your delegate pass allows you into all Festival 
sessions, parties and receptions. You do not need 
to purchase any further passes or individual tickets. 
However admission to all sessions is on a first-come, 
first-served basis on presentation of a valid delegate 
badge. Please wear it to all sessions and events. 
There is a replacement fee of £25 for lost badges.

inFormaTion desK

sTraThBlane hall, eicc
The Information Desk is open for all Festival related 
enquiries throughout the weekend. Edinburgh 
guides and maps, courtesy of Visit Scotland, are also 
available. Messages for delegates can be left and 
collected throughout the weekend.

Thursday 23 august  09:00 – 18:00
Friday 24 august  09:00 – 18:00
saturday 25 august  09:00 – 14:30

 
Press cenTre

carricK suiTe, eicc
The Press Centre is open to press-accredited 
delegates daily between 09:00 – 18:00. For all press 
accreditation and information, please contact a 
member of Taylor Herring, via the Press Centre.
Refreshments will be served to journalists courtesy 
of sponsors Channel 5.
Telephone  +44 (0) 131 519 4142

email  clementine.kirby@taylorherring.com 
 or claire.howes@taylorherring.com. 

FesTival oFFice

harris suiTe, eicc
To contact any of the Festival team while in 
Edinburgh please ask at the EICC reception or the 
Festival Information Desk.

Telephone  +44 (0) 131 519 4156
Facsimile  +44 (0) 131 659 7735
email  info@mgeitf.co.uk

TWiTTer

Follow the Festival on Twitter for up-to-the-minute 
news throughout the 
weekend, and to post 
questions directly to 
session panellists and 
channel controllers

Festival account:  @edinburghtvfest
hash tag:  #edtvfest
 The Pentland - #Pentland
 The Sidlaw - #Sidlaw
 The Fintry - #Fintry

Tv FesTival aPP

We are excited to delighted to offer a free TV Festival 
App, which will allow all festival delegates and speakers 
to interact and plan their festival like never before!

l   See who’s speaking
l   View the programme and plan your daytime 

festival experience using the personal agenda 
builder

l   Find out what’s going on in the Strathblane Hall 
l   Give feedback 

The App is available free in the App store now, search 
MGEITF 2012. 

Official MGEITF App designed by Glow. 
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Tweet on 
#edtvfest

Free WiFi access
Complimentary delegate 
access is available to all 

delegates. To connect to the 
network open a web browser 

and go to any valid http 
website. Enter the username 

and password on the  
login screen 

username: edtvfest
Password: festival2012

Sponsored by
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social evenTs
Thursday 19:00 – 21:30

ChAnnEl 4 OPEnInG nIGhT  
DrInKs rECEPTIOn
naTional museum oF scoTland 

Once again, we’re back in the Museum of Scotland 
for our opening reception. Mingle amongst the 
priceless relics as you catch up with old friends, 
unwind after an action-packed day at the festival 
with a drink, and sample the very finest canapés 
from Scotland’s world renowned culinary larder. 

The Festival 
will be running 
shuttle coaches 

directly from the EICC 
entrance to the Museum 
for all delegates straight 
after the MacTaggart 
Lecture.

Please see map on page 17 

Sponsored by

Friday 21:30 - 02:00

WATCh PrEsEnTs ThE FrIDAy 
nIGhT PArTy 
venue: The Kings hall,  
The george hoTel

Watch and MGEITF are celebrating the 
eve of the final day of the Edinburgh 
TV Festival with a night out of the 
ordinary. Join the party at The 
George Hotel for a truly mind 
bending experience where 
unexpected furniture and a giant 
motion mirror will test your senses. 

Sponsored by 

Friday 18:00 - 19:00

ChAnnEl OF ThE yEAr AWArDs
The PenTland 

Join Jason Byrne and a host of special guests for 
the hotly contested Channel of the Year Awards 
2012!  See who delegates voted as Indie of the Year, 
Cross Platform Innovation of the Year, Terrestrial 
Channel of the Year and more…

The following nominations were provided  
by a gfK poll:

Terrestrial channel of the year BBC One, BBC Two, 
ITV1, Channel  4, Channel  5 

digital channel of the year BBC Three, BBC Four, 
E4, ITV2, Sky1 HD

Terrestrial Programme of the year Downton Abbey, 
Educating Essex, Homeland, Sherlock, The Voice

digital Programme of the year Celebrity Juice, Him 
& Her, Mad Men, Russell Howard’s Good News, The 
Killing II

Producer or director debut of the year Dan Albion, 
Producer: Dynamo: Magician Impossible, Grace 
Reynolds, Producer: Educating Essex, Richard 
Senior, Director: Doctor Who (Let’s Kill Hitler)

indie of the year Big Talk Productions, Talkback, The 
Garden Productions, Twofour, Wall To Wall

cross Platform innovation of the year BBC iPlayer, 
Got To Dance Online, The Bank Job Head To Head 
Game, Embarrassing Bodies Live From The Clinic, 

The Voice UK Online

The network & ones to Watch Programme 
choice award Black Mirror, Educating Essex, 

Homeland, Sherlock 

voting: All Festival delegates can 
cast their vote for the winner in each 

category. Voting closes at midnight on 
Thursday 23rd August. 

voTe noW - visit gfK in the 
strathblane to cast your vote.
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Thursday 23 augusT aT 3Pm

FrIDAy nIGhT DInnEr

Friday Night Dinner is 
a truly original series 
about growing up but 
not growing away. Each 
episode takes place 
over the course of a 
Friday night, as twenty-
something brothers 
Adam (Simon Bird) and 
Jonny (Tom Rosenthal) 
go round to their 

parents’ house for Friday night dinner.
In the new series, Adam goes on a date with a girl 

who smells like mum, Jonny starts going out with 
an older woman, Mum is forced out of the house by 
a mouse, Dad starts drying fish in the downstairs 
cupboard, Jim makes a birthday cake for his dog, 
Wilson, Grandma has an affair with a married man, 
and we meet Dad’s mother - ‘Horrible Grandma’.
screening on channel 4
This screening will be followed by a Q&A with Robert 
Popper, Simon Bird & Tom Rosenthal

Thursday 23 augusT aT 4.45Pm

sOME GIrls

Some Girls is a 
vibrant new comedy 
series for BBC Three 
produced by Hat Trick 
Productions following 
the lives of a group 
of 16 year old girls 
who play on the same 
school football team 
and live on the same 
inner city estate.  At 

the heart of the comedy is Viva (Adelayo Adedayo, 
Skins), whose ambition is to “stay  motivated”.  
She lives with her dad Rob (Colin Salmon, Rev, 
James Bond) who is “hot for an old guy”, her 
stepmother Anna (Dolly Wells, Spy, Star Stories), 
a New Zealander who also happens to be Viva’s 
sadistic PE teacher, and  her revolting younger 
brother Jamie (Nathan Bryon). Viva is great friends 
with Holli (Natasha Jonas, Attack The Block) whose 
entertaining, violent outbursts are legendary. 
Sarcastic Saz (Mandeep Dhillon, Some Dogs 
Bite) and dizzy Amber (Alice Felgate, The Cabin) 
complete the gang. 
screening on BBc Three
This screening will be followed by a Q&A with 
stars of the show, the creators and BBC Three 
Commissioner and Controller: Mandeep Dhillon, 
Natasha Jonas, Cheryl Taylor, Gregor Sharp and Zai 
Bennett.

screenings shoWcase 
Tickets for all screenings are available from the information desk and at the Filmhouse box office.  
There are limited seats available, so collect a ticket early to avoid disappointment.

The screenings showcase has been produced by:

Fraser robinson, Development Consultant & 

liz swift, Editorial Producer, MGEITF

The screenings will be chaired by broadcaster andrew collins 

Filmhouse cinema edinburgh

88 lothian road, 

edinburgh eh3 9BZ

see map on page 17

In partnership with

chamPagne 
neTWorKing 
drinKs
all delegates welcome! 

Thursday 23rd augusT 17:15-18:00

DElOITTE nETWOrKInG DrInKs
Tinto
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Friday 24 augusT aT 12:00Pm

lOVInG MIss hATTO

The world premiere of 
Loving Miss Hatto  - a 
single drama for BBC 
One written by Victoria 
Wood. The film charts 
the incredible story of 
concert pianist Joyce 
Hatto (Francesca 
Annis & Maimie 
McCoy) a promising 
young talent with a 

burgeoning concert career in the ‘50s and ‘60s, 
managed by her husband William Barrington-
Coupe (Alfred Molina & Rory Kinnear).  In the mid 
‘70s, Hatto disappeared from public view until a 
series of recordings emerged to an enthusiastic 
critical reception, with word quickly spreading 
to the musical establishment.  However, within 
six months of Joyce’s death in 2006, these same 
recordings made headlines around the world as 
their authenticity was called into question.
screening on BBc one
This screening will be followed by a Q&A with 
Victoria Wood on her extensive research and 
inspiration for the film.

Friday 24 augusT aT 3Pm

hunTED

Written and created 
by the award-winning 
American television 
writer and producer 
Frank Spotnitz (The 
X-Files, Strike Back, 
Spooks, Life On Mars), 
Hunted is an original 
eight-part suspense 
thriller set in the world of 
international espionage, 

produced by Kudos Film & Television in association 
with Big Light Productions, for BBC One and HBO’s 
Cinemax channel.
screening on BBc one 
This screening will be followed a Q&A with Frank 
Spotnitz, Television Writer & Producer and Jane 
Featherstone, Chief Executive of Kudos Film and TV Ltd

saTurday 25 augusT aT 10:00am

DOCTOr WhO

The Doctor’s back! 
He’s joined by his 
trusted companions, 
the Ponds, as the three 
find themselves in an 
extremely precarious 
situation, where they 
come face to face with 
the Doctor’s oldest 
and most dangerous 
enemy… the Daleks. 

Catch the exclusive Scottish premiere of the 
explosive new episode. 
screening on BBc one 
This screening will be followed by a Q&A with Steven 
Moffat

Friday 24Th augusT aT 16:30-17:00

nETWOrKInG DrInKs WITh ChInA 
CEnTrAl TElEVIsIOn (CCTV)
Tinto

Friday 24Th augusT aT 16:45-17:45

ChAMPAGnE AnD CAnAPés 
WITh sOny PICTurEs 
TElEVIsIOn
The Moorfoot & Kilsyth
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Free WorKshoPs
Thursday 23 augusT  10:00 – 10:45 

GETTInG sMArTEr WITh yOur 
sMArTPhOnE
TinTo suiTe

Trainer: marc settle

Find out how you can join the User Generated 
Content revolution.  2012 has seen the continuing 
rise of UGC with programmes often incorporating 
footage shot on mobile phones. This session is 
aimed at programme makers who want to learn how 
to get the best footage from their ‘phones. To get 
the most out of this session please bring an iPhone 
or iPod Touch with you (other smartphones can be 
used).

Thursday 11:00 -12:00 

ThE KIllEr PITCh 
TinTo suiTe

executive Producers: charlie Bunce & nina Bhagwat

Do you want to know who the controllers and 
the commissioners really rate as developers and 
pitchers? After an industry-wide poll this session will 
reveal who the controllers and commissioners have 
voted the best pitching teams in the UK. There will 
also be a panel discussion uncovering the dark art 
of pitching, and revealing everything you wanted 
to know about the pitching process but were too 
afraid to ask. The panel will comprise of the three 
companies that our controllers and commissioners 
voted the best pitchers.

Thursday 13:45 – 14:45

lEArn FrOM ThE GrEATs –  
ThE COMMIssIOnErs
TinTo suiTe   

executive Producer: sarah Wood Panel: elaine Bedell, 

Director of Entertainment & Comedy, ITV ralph lee, 

Head of Factual, Channel 4 jane rogerson, Director of 

Commissioning, UKTV lucy lumsden, Head of Comedy, Sky 

mark linsey, Controller of Entertainment Commissioning, 

BBC chair: Boyd hilton, Heat Magazine.

Join five of the UK’s leading and most powerful 
commissioners as they bare their creative souls - 
we’ll persuade them to reveal their career highs and 
lows, along with their tips on reaching the top of the 
commissioning tree and staying there.  

Thursday various Times

OnE-TO-OnE lEADErshIP COAChInG
meZZanine, level -1

coach: anne morrison, Director, BBC Academy nick Pascazio, 

Head of HR - Technology, Distribution & Archive,  BBC

In these one-to-one leadership coaching sessions 
the Coach will question, listen and challenge to help 
you explore and develop your thinking in order to 
find your own answers and solutions. Please feel 
free to visit us at the Mezzanine, Level -1 to secure 
your session on the day.
session times:
10:00 – 11:15 session 1  11:30 – 12:45 session 2
13:00 – 14:15 session 3  14:30 – 15:45  session 4
16:00 – 17:15  session 5

Friday 24Th augusT

hOW TO BE A CrEATIVE lEADEr
meZZanine, level -1  

Trainer: linda green

The BBC Creative Leadership Programme will reveal 
what makes a great creative leader and allow you to 
test drive some tools and techniques to maximise 
your leadership skills. Please feel free to visit us at the 
Mezzanine, Level -1 to secure your place on the day.
session times:
10:00 – 11:30 session 1
15:30 – 17:00 session 2



ground

Strathblane
Festival Cafe
Registration Desk
Information Desk
Cloakroom
The Moorfoot and Kilsyth
The Tinto
Lomond Foyer
Mezzanine (Take the escalator 
or stairs down one flight to the 
Mezzanine lounge space)
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eicc orienTaTion guide 
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The FesTival aT a glance

10:00-10:45
Tinto room, ground Floor 
BBC Academy: Getting smarter with your smartphone

10:00-17:15
mezzanine level -1 
BBC Academy: One-to-One leadership Coaching (see 
page 16 for details)

10:30-11:30
The sidlaw, level 3 
Meet the Controller: Janice hadlow

11:00-12:00
Tinto room,  ground Floor  
BBC Academy: The Killer Pitch 

12:00-13:00 
The Pentland, level 3 
Celebrity Juice: Bang Tidy Edinburgh special

The sidlaw, level 3 
Meet the Controller: Jeff Ford

13:45-14:45
The Pentland, level 3 
Channel 4: still a rebel at Thirty?

Tinto room, ground Floor
BBC Academy: learn from the Greats - The Commissioners 

The Fintry, level 3 
homeland leaves home: The Journey Of A hit  
International Format 

The sidlaw, level 3 
Meet the Controller: Angela Jain

The moorfoot & Kilsyth, level 0 
Who needs A Commission Anyway?

Tinto room
learn From the Greats: The Commissioners

Thursday 23 augusT

Friday 24 augusT

09:30-10:30
The Pentland, level 3
The Post MacTaggart Q&A with Elisabeth Murdoch 

The Fintry, level 3
Ones to Watch Elevator Pitch

The sidlaw, level 3 
Meet the Controller: stuart Murphy

The moorfoot & Kilsyth, level 0 
Boxing Clever: Making the Most of Connected and second 
screen TV 

The Tinto 
Channel 4: Date the Commissioners session 1

10:00-17:00
mezzanine level -1 
BBC Academy: Are you a Creative leader?

11:00-12:00
The Pentland, level 3 
star Wars! The Battle for saturday night

The Fintry, level 3 
The Indie surgery, With Dr Wayne Garvie 

The sidlaw, level 3 
Meet the Controller: Emma Tennant

The moorfoot & Kilsyth, level 0 
Educating Essex: A Masterclass

The Tinto
Channel 4: Date the Commissioners session 2

12:00 - 14:00
The Filmhouse 
screening: loving Miss hatto

12:30-13:30
The Pentland, level 3 
Modern Family: A Masterclass

The Fintry, level 3 
Made In Britain? 

The sidlaw, level 3 
Meet the Controller: Danny Cohen

The moorfoot & Kilsyth, level 0 
The Pinewood Pitching Competition

14:00-15:00
The Pentland, level 3 
The Alternative MacTaggart: Charlie Brooker

The Fintry, level 3 
Alive and Kicking: Docs on the Box

The sidlaw, level 3 
Meet the Controller: Peter Fincham

The moorfoot & Kilsyth, level 0 
The First Ten Minutes - how to make your new drama 
series an instant hit

15:00 - 16:30
The Filmhouse 
screening: hunted

15:30-16:15
The Fintry, level 3 
The Worldview Address: Bassem youssef

The sidlaw, level 3 
Meet the Controller: richard Klein

catch XBoX’s exclusive preview demonstration  at 13:00 Thursday, in the strathblane hall
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saTurday 25 augusT

room Key

The Filmhouse

The Fintry Mezzanine

The CromdaleThe Moorfoot and Kilsyth

The Tinto

The Pentland The Sidlaw

15:00
The Filmhouse 
screening: Friday night Dinner

15:15-16:15
The Pentland, level 3 
BBC DG 2.0

The Fintry, level 3
Adam Curtis: A Masterclass

The sidlaw, level 3
Meet the Controller: Zai Bennett

The moorfoot & Kilsyth, level 0 
China: A long Walk for a short Drink?

16:30-17:15
The Tinto, ground level 
stats, lies and Videotape? 2012 Deloitte state  
of TV report (see insert for details)

16:30-17:30
The sidlaw, level 3
Meet the Controller: Jay hunt

16:45-17:30
The Fintry, level 3
The Futureview Address: Ted sarandos

16:45-17:45
The moorfoot & Kilsyth
horrible histories: A Masterclass

The Filmhouse 
screening: some Girls

17:15-18:00 
The Tinto, ground level 
Deloitte networking Drinks 

18:00-19:00
The Pentland, level 3
The James MacTaggart Memorial lecture: Elisabeth Murdoch

10:00 - 11:30
The Filmhouse 
screening: Doctor Who

10:00-11:00
The Pentland, level 3 
Question Time: Edinburgh special

The sidlaw, level 3 
storming the Castle: The road to a us sale 
see insert for more details

11:30-12:30
The Pentland, level 3 
ruth Jones: Keeping up with Jonesy

The sidlaw, level 3 
Meet the Controllers: Multi Channel, Entertainment

11:45-12:45
The cromdale, level -2 
The network – live!

13:00-14:00
The Pentland, level 3
The Greatest show on Earth? Access all areas with the 
people delivering the Olympic dream

The sidlaw, level 3 
Meet the Controllers: Multi Channel, Factual

15:30-16:30
The Pentland, level 3 
sherlock: The network MGEITF Joint session Masterclass

The moorfoot & Kilstyh, level 0 
We’re Downloading your stuff: Piracy? What Piracy?

The Tinto, ground Floor 
CCTV Collaboration Opportunities in China

16:30-17:30
The Fintry, level 3 
scottish Broadcasting and Broadcasting scotland – The 
TV Festival welcomes the First Minister

The sidlaw, level 3 
The richard Dunn Memorial Interview: Michael Apted

The Tinto, ground level 
CCTV networking Drinks

The moorfoot & Kilsyth, level 0
China Central Television (CCTV) networking Drinks

16:45-17:45
The moorfoot & Kilsyth, level 0
Champagne and Canapés with sony Pictures Television

18:00-19:00
The Pentland, level 3 
Channel of the year Awards 2012

3 XBoX & KinecT consoles uP For 

graBs, courTesy oF XBoX! 

Pop your business card in the entry box 

at the XBoX lounge. one winner chosen 

daily. good luck!
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10:00-10:45

BBC ACADEMy: GET sMArTEr WITh yOur sMArTPhOnE
TinTo room, ground Floor

Find out how you can join the User Generated Content revolution. 2012 has seen 
the continuing rise of UGC with programmes often incorporating footage shot 
on mobile phones. This session is aimed at programme makers who want to 
learn how to get the best footage from their ‘phones. To get the most out of this 
session please bring an iPhone or iPod Touch with you.

Trainer: marc settle, BBC Academy

 
10:00-17:15

BBC ACADEMy: OnE-TO-OnE lEADErshIP COAChInG
meZZanine, level -1

In these one-to-one leadership coaching sessions the Coach will question, listen 
and challenge, to help you explore and develop your thinking in order to find 
your own answers and solutions. Please feel free to visit us at the Mezzanine to 
secure your session on the day. 

session times: 10:00 – 11:15 – Session 1, 11:30 – 12:45 – Session 2

13:00 – 14:15 – Session 3, 14:30 – 15:45 – Session 4, 16:00 – 17:15 – Session 5

coaches: anne morrison, Director, BBC Academy, nick Pascazio, Head of HR - Technology, 

Information and Archive, BBC

 

10:30-11:30

MEET ThE COnTrOllEr: JAnICE hADlOW
The sidlaW, level 3

BBC2 has had another great year of factual television with strong performances 
in science, praised documentaries The Tube and Inside Billingsgate, and fresh, 
intelligent talent featured across the genre. Distinctive formats also triumphed  
with The Choir: Military Wives becoming a nationwide phenomenon and a 
BAFTA win for The Great British Bake Off. The channel’s drive to re-invest in 
drama has seen a number of original and acquired series this year, but it has 
often struggled to attain the elusive combination of strong ratings and critical 
acclaim. Has the channel done enough to re-establish its reputation for quality 
drama as desired by outgoing DG Mark Thompson? Meanwhile, comedy is yet 
to break through with a new Miranda sized hit - but with DQF reductions in the 
genre looming, is comedy still even a priority for the channel? DQF is also set 
to bring cuts to daytime, entertainment, current affairs and the arts, meaning 
repeated programming is projected to make up 55% of all content. Is the 
channel in danger of losing its range, creativity and even its identity?

speaker: janice hadlow, Controller, BBC Two chair: lorraine heggessey, Executive 

Chairwoman, Boom Pictures executive Producers: sebastian scott, Founder, Prdctble 

Media miranda chadwick, Senior Broadcast Agent, ROAR Global neale simpson, 

Development Executive, RDF Television Producers: chloe seddon, Researcher, Factual, BBC 

james Farrell, Comedy Writer & Producer
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in partnership with: 

in partnership with: 

sponsored by

Thursday 23 augusT THINGS TO DO:
Download our official 

MGEITF 2012 App 

from iTunes! Search 

MGEITF 2012
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11:00-12:00 

BBC ACADEMy: ThE KIllEr PITCh 
TinTo room, ground Floor 

Do you want to know who the controllers and commissioners really rate as 
pitchers and developers? After an industry-wide poll this session will reveal who 
the commissioners have voted the best pitching teams in the UK. There will 
also be a panel discussion uncovering the dark art of pitching, and revealing 
everything you wanted to know about the pitching process but were too afraid 
to ask. The panel will comprise the three companies our commissioners and 
controllers voted the best pitchers.

 
executive Producers: nina Bhagwat, Executive Producer, BBC Academy and charlie Bunce, 
Head of Features and Formats, Leopard Films.

12:00-13:00 

CElEBrITy JuICE: BAnG TIDy EDInBurGh sPECIAl
The PenTland, level 3

Don’t be a dingbat, come and see the BAFTA and NTA winning ITV2 panel 
show sensation that’s been described as the best telly show on telly (and that’s 
just in its own opening titles). Keith Lemon finds out if top TV execs know 
their own industry from a potato when it comes to the year’s telly news. Holly 
Willoughbooby and Emma Bunton will lead the teams through bang-tidy rounds 
such as Lemonhead and the VT round (VT stands for videotape). There’s dignity 
and so much more at stake. If we don’t see you through the week, we’ll see you 
through the window. What are the scores? Be there to find out. ‘Shhh-ting!’ 

host: Keith lemon Team captains: emma Bunton, holly Willoughby Team members: 
ash atalla, Managing Director, Roughcut Television daisy goodwin, CEO, Silver River 
Productions Peter Fincham, Director of Television, ITV Zai Bennett, Controller, BBC Three 
Producers: anna Fern, Channels Executive, ITV claire Zolkwer, Commissioning Editor, ITV 
dan Baldwin, Managing Director, Talkback ed sleeman, Producer, Talkback leon Wilson, 
Head of Programmes, Talkback simon Tomkins, Head of Programme Strategy, ITV2, ITV3

12:00-13:00

MEET ThE COnTrOllEr: JEFF FOrD
The sidlaW, level 3

Channel 5 is currently going from strength to strength: turnover is up and 
new flagship commissions such as Royal Marines: Mission Afghanistan are 
embodying Jeff’s “honest, passionate and relevant” mantra. Last year’s crucial 
Big Brother gamble was a massive success, both in terms of ratings and 
public perception for the channel. However, despite Big Brother delivering 
excellent numbers and a younger audience, attempts to retain this increased 
demographic has seen mixed success to date. Looking ahead, what are Ford’s 
big plans for the upcoming year beyond the ratings juggernaut? Will 2012 see 
bigger entertainment commissioning risks? And what does the newly formed 
“Channel 5 Productions” mean for the independent sector? Jeff is here to lay out 
his vision, answer your questions and reveal what exciting opportunities await 
producers in the year ahead.

speaker: jeff Ford, Director of Programmes, Channel 5 chair: richard Bacon, Broadcaster 
executive Producers: sebastian scott, Founder, Prdctble Media miranda chadwick, Senior 
Broadcast Agent, ROAR Global neale simpson, Development Executive, RDF Television 
Producers: christopher Payne, Assistant Producer, North One Television newton claire 
velji, Senior Producer, Boundless Productions

in partnership with

sponsored by

sponsored by

Thursday 23 augusT
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13:45-14:45

ChAnnEl 4: sTIll A rEBEl AT ThIrTy? 
The PenTland, level 3

Channel 4 - always the rebel with a cause. From the Big Breakfast to Big Brother, 
The Tube to Brass Eye, Channel 4 News to Dispatches, its mission is to push 
the boundaries. But it hits thirty this year. Can it still fulfil its remit to innovate, 
experiment and be creative? Can it be a middle aged rebel? Former CEO Michael 
Jackson uses his unique experience to challenge current boss David Abraham in 
an authoritative and engaging debate about what Channel 4 actually stands for 
today. They’ll analyse its past, present and future to find out how Channel 4 will 
stay true to its underlying philosophy on-air, what kind of business it will be, and 
what that means for the companies who supply its programmes.

Panellists: david abraham, Chief Executive, Channel 4 michael jackson, Television 

Executive Producers: alex connock, Director of New Business, Shine UK jason mills, Editor 

of Web, ITV News

13:45-14:45

hOMElAnD lEAVEs hOME: ThE JOurnEy OF A hIT InTErnATIOnAl FOrMAT
The FinTry, level 3

The first series of Homeland was one of the year’s biggest pieces of must-see TV 
for Showtime in the US and Channel 4 in the UK. But it started its life as the series 
Prisoners of War in Israel, where it was a landmark series in terms of both ratings and 
content. Creator Gideon Raff has been heavily involved in bringing both programmes 
to life. Joined by Executive Producer Avi Nir, they will discuss how the idea travelled 
to America, the creative and business challenges faced in re-creating the concept for 
an American audience and how they managed to make one concept a hit twice over.

Panellists: avi nir, CEO, Keshet TV gideon raff, Creator, Writer & Director of Hatufim 

(Prisoners of War) & Executive Producer, Homeland chair: mark lawson, Broadcaster & 

Journalist Producer: Fraser robinson, Development Consultant

13:45-14:45

MEET ThE COnTrOllEr: AnGElA JAIn
The sidlaW, level 3

ITV2 has had a year of record highs, with Celebrity Juice becoming the most 
watched show in the channel’s history (and the highest rating show on any digital 
channel in the UK). ITV3 is now the UK’s second biggest digital channel, and ITV4’s 
rejuvenation continues. But whilst successfully steering an inherited hits juggernaut, 
including a now Wright-less TOWIE, new breakout success has been more difficult 
for Angela to find. New reality series The Exclusives and Mark Wright’s Hollywood 
Nights have both struggled in their slots and newly acquired foreign dramas, like 
Winners and Losers, have failed to capture the imagination. With a new original 
drama and Inbetweeners-style sitcom pilot in the pipeline, are Angela’s plans to take 
ITV Digital to the ‘next level’ finally taking shape?
 
speaker: angela jain, Director of Digital Channels, ITV chair: rick edwards, Broadcaster executive 

Producers: sebastian scott, Founder, Prdctble Media miranda chadwick, Senior Broadcast Agent, 

ROAR Global neale simpson, Development Executive, RDF Television Producers: martin lau, 

Development Producer, Thames simon Willgoss, Assistant Producer, Nutopia

sponsored by

Thursday 23 augusT
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EXClusIVE XBOX 
AnnOunCEMEnT
13:00-13:45 – sTrAThBlAnE hAll
Catch XBOX’s exclusive UK preview 
demonstration in the Strathblane Hall
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13:45-14:45

WhO nEEDs A COMMIssIOn AnyWAy?
The moorFooT & KilsyTh, level 0

With more views than many channels can dream of, there is a new generation 
and they will not wait to create. This isn’t a panel about platforms but the 
creative trailblazers who are going straight to their audience. In a direct to 
audience world, who needs a commission? Come along and meet YouTube stars, 
the UK’s most famous young tech entrepreneur and the production execs that 
say this is the way forward.

Panellists: Fleur de Force, Vlogger & Blogger jamal edwards, CEO, SB.TV justin gayner, 

Creative Director, Channel Flip lisa opie, Managing Director , Twofour Digital & Rocket 

Science chair: jason Bradbury Host of the Gadget Show Producers: richard Waterworth, 

Head of B2B Marketing, YouTube EMEA Kate Ward, Head of Business and Operations, 

Brown Eyed Boy 

13:45-14:45

BBC ACADEMy: lEArn FrOM ThE GrEATs - ThE COMMIssIOnErs
TinTo room, ground Floor

Join five of the UK’s leading and most powerful commissioners as they bare 
their creative souls - we’ll persuade them to reveal their career highs and lows, 
along with their tips on reaching the top of the commissioning tree and how to 
stay there. 

commissioners: elaine Bedell, Director of Entertainment & Comedy, ITV jane rogerson, 

Director of Commissioning, UKTV ralph lee, Head of Factual, Channel 4 lucy lumsden, 

Head of Comedy, Sky mark linsey, Controller of Entertainment Commissioning, 

BBC chair: Boyd hilton, TV Editor, Heat magazine executive Producer: 

sarah Wood, Executive Producer, BBC Academy.

15:15-16:15

BBC DG 2.0
The PenTland, level 3

The arrival of the next Director-General heralds a critical new  
era for the BBC. There are key decisions to be made that will help  
shape the future of broadcasting in the UK. So how will George Entwistle  
manage the BBC’s creative direction, redefine its sense of purpose or its 
relationship with audiences? And where will the toughest challenges come 
from - funding, government, the competition or new technology? Journalist and 
broadcaster, Steve Hewlett chairs a heavyweight panel discussing which big 
issues should be at the top of the new DG’s in-tray.

Panellists: andy harries, Chief Executive, Left Bank Pictures david elstein, Chairman, 

openDemocracy and Chair of the Broadcast Policy Group greg dyke, Former Director 

General, BBC lorraine heggessey, Executive Chairwoman, Boom Pictures 

chair: steve hewlett, Writer, Broadcaster & Media Consultant Producers: abigail 

appleton, Head of Commissioning, Learning, BBC jane rogerson, Director of 

Commissioning, UKTV richard Watsham, Senior Commissioning Editor, UKTV

in partnership with

sponsored by

Thursday 23 augusT

15:00screening: Friday nighT dinnerTHE FILMHOUSE

THINGS TO DO:
Debate the ‘State of the 

UK TV Sector’ in Deloitte’s 
Stats, Lies and Video Tape 
session at 16:30, followed by 

Networking Drinks!
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15:15-16:15

ADAM CurTIs: A MAsTErClAss
The FinTry, level 3

Adam Curtis is one of the most acclaimed and respected documentary makers 
in television. His series – including Century of the Self, The Power of Nightmares 
and, most recently, All Watched Over By Machines of Loving Grace - are unlike 
anything else on television: authored arguments made with incredible archive 
and idiosyncratic music. In this masterclass Adam Curtis will talk to Sarfraz 
Manzoor about his approach to documentary making, explain how he goes 
about making his series and argue that television has nothing to fear from the 
internet. The Festival welcomes a true maverick and rare visionary.

speaker: adam curtis, Documentary Filmmaker chair: sarfraz manzoor, Writer & 

Broadcaster Producers: claire lewis, Head of Broadcast, The Gate Films sarfraz manzoor, 

Writer & Broadcaster

15:15-16:15

MEET ThE COnTrOllEr: ZAI BEnnETT
The sidlaW, level 3

One year after taking the reigns at BBC Three, Zai Bennett’s influence has 
started to hit our screens. From brave commissioning such as My Murder, to 
establishing new talent on Live At The Electric to axing long running favourites 
like Doctor Who Confidential Zai certainly hasn’t been afraid to take risks. 
However BBC Three is still lacking its next big hit. The year ahead will see 
Zai’s channel facing DQF cuts of 15%, the largest of any of the BBC’s line 
up – meaning more repeats and less original content as well as a refocused 
supporting role to BBC1. Zai is here in Edinburgh to outline what this means 
in real terms for the channel, how he plans on delivering quality first with a 
significantly reduced budget, and what he’s looking for from producers in 2012.

speaker: Zai Bennett, Controller, BBC Three chair: matthew Wright, Journalist & 

Broadcaster executive Producers: sebastian scott, Founder, Prdctble Media miranda 

chadwick, Senior Broadcast Agent, ROAR Global neale simpson, Development Executive, 

RDF Television Producers:  christopher Payne, Assistant Producer, North One Television 

newton claire velji, Senior Producer, Boundless Productions 

sponsored by

Thursday 23 augusT THINGS TO DO:
Check out YouTube’s 

nostalgia TV lounge and 

treat yourself  

to a delicious free 
smoothie!

THINGS TO DO:
Enjoy Free WIFI access 

during the Festival.  
Username: edtvfest, 

Password: festival2012



Tweet your thoughts  
and reactions on MGEITF 

2012 at #edtvfest

15:15-16:15

ChInA: A lOnG WAlK FOr A shOrT DrInK?
The moorFooT & KilsyTh, level 0

China is quickly gaining a reputation as a territory that is hungry for co-produced 
programming and formats, with plenty of talk about how much opportunity there 
is to be had. But is it really as easy as going over and getting a commission or is it 
actually ‘a long walk for a short drink’? Representatives from Chinese State Television 
as well as producers who have actually worked there on a variety of programmes will 
join us for a frank and illuminating discussion about what Chinese broadcasters are 
looking for and what differences you can expect when working there.

Panellists: alan hayling, Editorial Director, Renegade Films jean dong, Managing 

Director, Zespa Media mark Fennessy, Joint CEO, Shine Australia richard shaw, Head 

of Development and Executive Producer, Lion TV Wenjian Zhao, Deputy Director of 

Programme Control, CCTV chair: Wayne garvie, Chief Creative Officer, International 

Production, Sony Pictures Television Producers: ian russell, Director of Co-Production & 

Executive Producer, Cineflix Productions (UK) Fraser robinson, Development Consultant

16:30-17:30

MEET ThE COnTrOllEr: JAy hunT
The sidlaW, level 3

Channel 4’s period of ‘Creative Renewal’ is well and truly in full flow. Both on 
and off screen, Chief Creative Officer, Jay Hunt is making her mark. After a year 
of changes, a new commissioning team is in place and a raft of new shows has 
hit the screen. With the promise of edgier programming there have been some 
notable successes like The Undateables, Mummifying Alan and Educating Essex. 
But the broadcaster hasn’t had it all its own way though with the search still on 
for more big-hitting entertainment and comedy formats to define the channel. 
Meanwhile in the digital world, More4 and E4 are facing increasing competition 
and the need to find returnable series, not least ones that can fill the void left by 
the phenomenon that was The Inbetweeners. We’ll hear what Jay thinks about 
the past year and how she sees the schedules shaping up.

speaker: jay hunt, Chief Creative Officer, Channel 4 chair: Kirsty young, Broadcaster executive 

Producers: miranda chadwick, Senior Broadcast Agent, ROAR Global sebastian scott, 

Founder, Prdctble Media neale simpson, Development Executive, RDF Television Producers: 

martin lau, Development Producer, Thames simon Willgoss, Assistant Producer, Nutopia
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Thursday 23 augusT

sponsored by

THINGS TO DO:

keep up to 
date with 

the latest TV Festival 

news exclusives, in-depth 

interviews and videos at 

guardian.co.uk/media/

edinburghtvfestival

sponsored by

THINGS TO DO:Enjoy a relaxing Chinese tea and learn about the co-production and partnership opportunities 
in China at the Zespa Media area.
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Thursday 23 augusT

16:45-17:15

sTATs, lIEs AnD VIDEOTAPE? 2012 DElOITTE sTATE OF TV rEPOrT
The TinTo, ground level

Deloitte’s 6th annual state of the UK TV sector makes it to the conference 
agenda for the first time. With a panel of invited industry experts, we debate this 
year’s findings from the 4,000 respondent GfK survey. Expect revelations you 
can use on: connected TV, dual screen, catch-up, advertising and why people 
watch TV.

FolloWed By 16:30-18:00

DElOITTE nETWOrKInG DrInKs
The TinTo, ground level

Deloitte invites you to join the session panel and your peers for  
champagne networking drinks following the session.

16:45-17:30

ThE FuTurEVIEW ADDrEss: TED sArAnDOs
The FinTry, level 3

The Hollywood Reporter recently described Netflix’s Ted Sarandos  
as “the man everyone in Hollywood wants a meeting with”.   
Netflix are now in the UK and an epic struggle is about to ensue  
between packaged services and broadband web-streaming. With  
Love Film, Google and Apple also on the horizon  the next major disruption  
in the media market is about to take place, and the likes of Sky better be 
prepared as worldwide Netflix members are watching a billion Netflix hours 
a month. Ted Sarandos, Chief Content Officer, is placing the future of his 
company on a single high-stakes bet: original programming.  In the US, he gave 
David Fincher’s proposed House of Cards an unheard-of commitment—two full 
seasons, before a single frame had been shot, at a rumoured price tag of $100 
million.  So is this in fact, a great opportunity for programme makers?  What do 
Ted and the Netflix team plan for the UK market? And how will they tackle the 
ongoing challenges of the US market?

speaker: Ted sarandos, Chief Content Officer & Vice President of Content, Netflix chair: 

ray snoddy, Media Journalist & Presenter of BBC Newswatch executive Producer: 

jonathan shalit, Chairman, ROAR Global Producer: ross mccarthy, Head of Development, 

Outline Productions

 

sponsored by

Still time vote for the Channel of the Year 
Awards, visit the GfK stand now!

16:45 screening: some girlsTHE FILMHOUSE
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Thursday 23 augusT

16:45-17:45

hOrrIBlE hIsTOrIEs: A MAsTErClAss
The moorFooT & KilsyTh

Join the Horrible Histories actors and creative team as they talk us through the 
success of redefining the landscape of children’s television with a multi-award 
winning series.  This session will feature candid insight into the origins of the 
series and the challenge of turning a successful children’s book brand into a hit TV 
series. It will dissect the difficulties of making a sketch show founded in historical 
facts and the methods for producing high quality comedy on a CBBC budget.
Featuring an exclusive ‘Bob report’ written and performed by Laurence Rickard 
for the MGEITF. 

Panellists: caroline norris, Series Producer greg jenner, Historical Consultant simon 

Farnaby, Actor martha howe-douglas, Actress chair: al murray, Comedian Producers: 

caroline norris, Series Producer & joff Powell, Executive Producer, Lion Television

With special thanks to Richard Bradley and all at Lion Television

18:00-19:00

ThE JAMEs MACTAGGArT MEMOrIAl lECTurE:  
ElIsABETh MurDOCh
The PenTland

This year’s MacTaggart lecture will be delivered by Elisabeth Murdoch, Chairman 
of Shine Group. The first woman to give a MacTaggart lecture in 17 years and 
the first representative from the production community since 1998, Elisabeth 
will address how content creators are connecting with audiences and how the 
industry can meet the challenges and extraordinary opportunities that a global 
and digital future promises.

speaker: elisabeth murdoch, Chairman, Shine Group

19:00-21:30

ChAnnEl 4 OPEnInG nIGhT DrInKs rECEPTIOn 
naTional museum oF scoTland

Once again, we’re back in the Museum of Scotland for our opening  
reception. Mingle amongst the priceless relics as you catch up with  
old friends, unwind after an action-packed day at the festival with a drink, and 
sample the very finest canapes from Scotland’s world renowned culinary larder.

supported by

sponsored by

Missed A Session?   
Visit youtube.com/mgeitf for all full sessions and  

highlights on demand!

catch the Free shuttle 
Bus from the eicc 
entrance directly to the 
museum of scotland 
straight after the 
macTaggart lecture
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Friday 24 augusT

09:30-10:30

ThE POsT MACTAGGArT Q&A WITh ElIsABETh MurDOCh 
The PenTland, level 3

Following her MacTaggart Lecture, Elisabeth  
Murdoch is interviewed about her speech and  
responds to questions from Festival delegates.

speaker: elisabeth murdoch, CEO & Chairman, Shine Group chair: steve hewlett, Writer, 

Broadcaster & Media Consultant Producer: chris shaw, Editorial Director, ITN Productions

09:30-10:30

OnEs TO WATCh ElEVATOr PITCh
The FinTry, level 3

Pitching is one of the toughest and most important skills to perfect in TV. Ones 
to Watch has teamed up with Channel 4 to offer an exciting opportunity to 
get a film commissioned for their arts strand Random Acts. Twelve finalists 
will present their elevator pitches live to Channel 4 Arts Commissioning Editor, 
Tabitha Jackson.

judge: Tabitha jackson, Commissioning Editor, Channel 4 chair: martha Kearney, Writer 

& Broadcaster Pitchers: 12 ‘ones to Watch’ delegates Producers: jason mitchell, Creative 

Director, The Connected Set vivienne molokwu, Senior Producer, Monkey Kingdom

09:30-10:30

MEET ThE COnTrOllEr: sTuArT MurPhy
The sidlaW, level 3

Midway through Sky’s mission to spend an astonishing £600m on original British 
programming across all genres by 2014, Stuart Murphy returns to the Festival 
this year as Director of Sky Entertainment. After scooping Broadcast’s Channel 
of the Year for Sky 1, can he continue to build on the successes and help shape 
the fledgling identities of Sky Atlantic, Sky Arts and Sky Living?  Sky’s massive 
cash injection has already transformed the TV landscape – but has it caused 
other broadcasters to up their game, or merely soaked up talent (both on and 
off screen) from across the industry? As Murphy moves into the next phase of 
his strategy – making programmes which he wants to be ‘loved’ – he’ll reveal 
exactly how he plans to make us fall head over heels for Sky. But while money 
might be able to buy you existing brands, can it ever buy you love?  With a focus 
more on getting subscriptions than simply overnights, what are the measures 
of success at Sky - do ratings matter?   And what effect does Sky’s seemingly 
bottomless pocket have on creative competition from other broadcasters?  Will 
it ultimately have a positive effect on the sector?

speaker: stuart murphy, Director, Sky Entertainment Channels, BSkyB chair: matthew 

Wright, Broadcaster & Journalist executive Producers: sebastian scott, Founder, 

Prdctble Media miranda chadwick, Senior Broadcast Agent, ROAR Global neale simpson, 

Development Executive, RDF Television Producers: chloe seddon, Researcher, Factual, BBC 

james Farrell, Comedy Writer & Producer

sponsored by

THINGS TO DO:
Get the latest post-

MacTaggart reaction 
and in-depth analysis at 
guardian.co.uk/media/

edinburghtvfestival
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09:30-10:30

BOXInG ClEVEr: MAKInG ThE MOsT OF COnnECTED AnD sECOnD sCrEEn TV 
The moorFooT & KilsyTh, level 0

Don’t know your app from your elbow? Does the thought of letting viewers 
interact with your programme bring you out in a sweat? You’re not alone. 
Technology for engaging audiences is moving faster than most can keep up 
with. So what do the latest developments mean for TV production, and how 
can you engage without diverting attention from the show you’ve spent millions 
making? In this session Marcus Brigstocke will explore different visions. Can 
Microsoft get talent show audiences to vote simply by waving hands in the air?  
Will Youview and Google TV change the way audiences find and interact with 
programmes for good?  Or is it, as Zeebox wants, all about the second screen?  
And crucially – how do you make it pay?

Panellists: anthony rose, Co-Founder & CTO, Zeebox suveer Kothari, Head of Global 

Distribution Partnerships, Google TV Tristia clarke, Commercial Director, TalkTalk josh 

atkins, Studio Design Director, Microsoft Soho Studio chair: marcus Brigstocke, Comedian 

& Broadcaster Producers:  jason mills, Editor of Web, ITV News Tom mcdonnell, 

Commercial Director, Monterosa Productions

09:30-10:30

ChAnnEl 4: DATE ThE COMMIssIOnErs sEssIOn 1 

The TinTo, level 0

In a MGEITF first, Channel 4 will be setting up stall at the TV Festival and giving 
an open opportunity to producers and content creators – particularly those who 
have not worked with Channel 4 before - to pitch new ideas to the Channel 4 
commissioning team.  In keeping with the speed dating theme there will be a 
time limit of five minutes per pitch, with commissioners from across Channel 4’s 
genres ready to hear your ideas. Please email datethecommissioners@channel4.
co.uk to reserve a slot – stating who you work for and who you would like to 
pitch to. 

Panellists: jay hunt, Chief Creative Officer, ralph lee, Head of Factual, Piers Wenger, Head 

of Drama, justin gorman, Head of Entertainment, damian Kavanagh; Head of Features 

and Factual Formats, gill Wilson, Head of Features, emma cooper, Commissioning 

Editor, Documentaries, sophie gardiner, Commissioning Editor, Drama louise Brown, 

Multiplatform Commissioning Lead dominic Bird, Head of Formats

10:00-17:00

BBC ACADEMy: hOW TO BE A CrEATIVE lEADEr
meZZanine, level -1

Do you want to find out what type of creative leader you are? This is the session 
for you if you are keen to identify your strengths when working creatively. 
Whether you are leading a creative session, a team, or an organisation, guiding 
others to discover novel ideas and innovative solutions has become ever more 
important to stand out and keep up with change. The BBC Creative Leadership 
Programme will share what makes a great creative leader and allow you to test 
drive some tools and techniques to maximise your leadership skills. 

session times: 10:00 – 11:30 – Session 1 15:30 – 17:00 – Session 2 Trainer: linda green

in partnership with

Friday 24 augusT

sponsored by
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11:00-12:00

sTAr WArs! ThE BATTlE FOr sATurDAy nIGhT 
The PenTland, level 3

As the rivalry and commercial tension increases between the UK’s two biggest 
channels it’s been an explosive year in peak time entertainment, from the on-
going dominance of X Factor and Strictly Come Dancing to the much-hyped 
arrival of nervous newcomers The Voice and Superstar. We’ll explore the hard 
fought battle to win the most coveted slot in our TV schedules and discover 
how to deliver a ratings busting, smash-hit.  With commissioners seemingly 
obsessed with nostalgia, singing and dancing,  is there any place for risk-taking 
and innovation?

Panellists: Boyd hilton, TV Editor, Heat Magazine elaine Bedell, Director of Entertainment & 

Comedy, ITV mark linsey, Controller of Entertainment Commissioning, BBC siobhan greene, 

Head of Television, Syco Entertainment chair: richard Bacon, Broadcaster Producers: james 

herring, Managing Partner, Taylor Herring PR mirella Breda, Executive Editor, Entertainment 

Commissioning, BBC

11:00-12:00

ThE InDIE surGEry, WITh Dr WAynE GArVIE
The FinTry, level 3

Bomb disposal in Afghanistan?  Finance minister for Greece?  Head of PR at 
News International?  Yet some would claim running your own Indie is the world’s 
toughest job. Well help is at hand with Edinburgh’s very own clinic for the Indies. 
Our panel of experts have been there, done it, bought the t-shirt, sold the t-shirt 
and sometimes even bought the t-shirt back again.  Whether you own one, 
run one, want to start one, sell one or buy one or just think all the best looking 
people work in them and are looking for a date, this is the place for you. (The 
panel is ready and waiting…) From how you set up in the US, to whether you 
need an agent. When you sell or how to buy. A first look distribution deal or 
project by project... We leave no stone unturned.

Panellists: andy harries, Chief Executive, Left Bank Pictures eileen gallagher, CEO, Shed 

Productions magnus Temple, Founder, The Garden Tom manwaring, Managing Director, 

Corporate Finance, Mediatique chair: Wayne garvie, Chief Creative Officer, International 

Production, Sony Pictures Television Producers: Wayne garvie, Chief Creative Officer, 

International Production, Sony Pictures Television & Ben Winston, Managing Director, 

Fulwell 73

Tweet your thoughts  
and reactions on MGEITF 

2012 at #edtvfest

THINGS TO DO:
Take part in the BBC 
Academy’s Creative 
Leadership Sessions 
running all day on the 
Mezzanine, Level -1
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11:00-12:00

ChAnnEl 4: DATE ThE COMMIssIOnErs sEssIOn 2 

The TinTo, level 0

In a MGEITF first, Channel 4 will be setting up stall at the TV Festival and giving 
an open opportunity to producers and content creators – particularly those who 
have not worked with Channel 4 before - to pitch new ideas to the Channel 4 
commissioning team.  In keeping with the speed dating theme there will be a 
time limit of five minutes per pitch, with commissioners from across Channel 4’s 
genres ready to hear your ideas. Please email datethecommissioners@channel4.
co.uk to reserve a slot – stating who you work for and who you would like to 
pitch to.  

Panellists: jay hunt, Chief Creative Officer, ralph lee, Head of Factual, Piers Wenger, Head 

of Drama, justin gorman, Head of Entertainment, damian Kavanagh, Head of Features 

and Factual Formats, gill Wilson, Head of Features, emma cooper, Commissioning 

Editor, Documentaries, sophie gardiner, Commissioning Editor, Drama louise Brown, 

Multiplatform Commissioning Lead dominic Bird, Head of Formats

11:00-12:00

MEET ThE COnTrOllEr: EMMA TEnnAnT
The sidlaW, level 3

Emma Tennant took charge of UKTV’s 10 channels last October, taking over 
what she called an “enviable mix of BBC content, breakout commissions and 
third party acquisitions”. But fundamental questions linger after her first year – 
can she sustain the high number of channels? Are there enough quality products 
to go round? Can niche channels such as Alibi and Eden survive against the 
bigger fish in the digital ocean and stand out from the crowd? And what does 
the future hold with new American co-owners Scripps Network? Dynamo on 
Watch has been an enormous success that’s been envied by other broadcasters. 
It’s helped to spearhead a push for fresh ideas as UKTV tries to shrug off 
a reputation for being a place where old series get dusted down. Recent 
acquisitions, such as JJ Abrams’ now-cancelled Alcatraz and NBC’s Grimm have 
topped one million viewers, but can this create a platform from which original 
commissions might be able to grow? And while Yesterday and Watch are on the 
rise, Gold and Blighty are in decline. With so many channels to look after and so 
much riding on the next 12 months, what is Emma’s vision for UKTV?

speaker: emma Tennant, Controller, UKTV 

chair: Kate silverton, Broadcaster 

executive Producers:  sebastian scott, Founder, 

Prdctble Media miranda chadwick, Senior 

Broadcast Agent, ROAR Global neale simpson, 

Development Executive, RDF Television  

Producers:  jimmy Tam, Assistant Producer, 

Newsround ross mccarthy, Head of Development, 

Outline Productions

 

Friday 24 augusT
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THINGS TO DO:

Visit the XBOX Lounge 

and be one of the first to 

experience the soon-to-

be-launched 2 Way TV on 

Kinect for X
BOX 360!

THINGS TO DO:Come and meet Creative 
Scotland and find 
out more about the 

opportunities to take your production to Scotland.
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11:00-12:00

EDuCATInG EssEX: A MAsTErClAss
The moorFooT & KilsyTh, level 0

Venture behind the school gates for this exclusive insight into the making of hit 
BAFTA winning Channel 4 series Educating Essex. In this unmissable session 
Series Director David Clews, Commissioner Mark Raphael, and the series heroes 
themselves, Mr Drew and Mr Goddard, open up about the inner-workings of 
this mammoth, award-winning production. The panellists will discuss how they 
gained unrivalled access to the corridors and classrooms of a modern secondary 
school, the enormity of rigging a location with 65 cameras, the challenges of 
following numerous stories over an academic year, the ethics and complexities 
of filming with school-aged contributors and exactly why it’s against the rules to 
wear a hoodie in Mr Drew’s class. Join us for the laughter and the tears, the late 
homework and the school uniform checks, in this eye-opening session. This is 
one class you won’t want to miss…

Panellists: david clews, Head of Documentaries, TwoFour Broadcast mark raphael, 

Commissioning Editor, Channel 4 stephen drew, Deputy Head, Passmore Academy vic 

goddard, Head Teacher, Passmore Academy chair:  grace dent, Journalist, Author & 

Broadcaster Producers:  donna Taberer, Head of College of Production, BBC Academy 

jennifer shaw, Development Researcher, Boundless Productions 

12:30-13:30

MODErn FAMIly: A MAsTErClAss
The PenTland, level 3

“Because I wanted Luke to be very dumb, I didn’t name him after my son.”  
Steve Levitan. 
So what is the fact and what is the fiction of the multiple Golden Globe and 
Emmy award winning comedy, Modern Family? And just why is it President 
Barack Obama’s favourite TV show? As the show gears up for its gut-busting 
fourth season, creator, showrunner and exec-producer, Steven Levitan (The Larry 
Sanders Show, Frasier, Back To You) talks about the creative process behind 
one of the US’s most successful sitcoms. Levitan will confirm the inspiration 
behind the series, his work and his comedy influences. And, of course, we’ll try 
and find out just how the family will react to the news of Gloria’s (Sofía Vergara) 
unexpected pregnancy...

speaker: steve levitan, Co-Creator, Executive Producer of ABC’s Modern Family chair:  

richard curtis, Screenwriter, Film Director, Film & Television Producer Producers: saskia 

schuster, Commissioning Editor, Comedy, BSkyB &  chris aylott, Head of PR, Sky1, BSkyB

12:00screening: loving miss haTToTHE FILMHOUSE
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12:30-13:30

MADE In BrITAIn?
The FinTry, level 3

In this year’s Budget and in its Communications Review, the Government has 
floated ideas to try and encourage greater production of TV content in the UK. 
But is it wise for the Government to interfere in where channels are placed on 
the electronic programme guides – or does the current, loosely-regulated EPG 
regime work well? And will the proposed tax credit for high-end TV production 
be a boon to producers – or a measure that discriminates against the bulk of UK 
TV production, given that it will only kick in for productions that cost over £1m 
an hour? This session evaluates the wisdom of Jeremy Hunt’s thinking. 

Panellists: anthony lukom, Vice President & General Manager, UK & Ireland, Turner 

Broadcasting david Wheeldon, Director of Policy and Public Affairs, BSkyB jane 

Featherstone,  Chief Executive, Kudos Film and TV john Tate, Group Director, Strategic 

Operations, BBC chair: laura Kuenssberg, Journalist Producers: neil midgley, Freelance 

Media Journalist Zoe clapp, Head of Communications, UKTV

12:30-13:30

MEET ThE COnTrOllEr: DAnny COhEn
The sidlaW, level 3

Danny Cohen’s feet are now firmly under the BBC One table and last year 
he promised that 2012 was going to be a ‘golden year’ for the channel. Still 
the most popular channel in the UK, and surviving relatively unscathed in the 
delivering quality first outcomes, Danny is riding high. Successes under his 
belt include Call the Midwife in drama, the award winning Undercover Care in 
factual, and hugely popular coverage of the Olympic Games to name just a 
few. The hotly debated Saturday night show The Voice might have been the 
most successful entertainment launch on the BBC in over a decade, but the 
ratings didn’t stick. Questions were asked about the live elements of Planet 
Earth Live and the BBC’s criticised coverage of the Jubilee Pageant. But the 
Olympics has had a resounding thumbs up. So how does Danny rate some of 
his commissioning choices? Join us for exclusive previews of what’s yet to come 
and the low-down on what he’s looking for.

speaker: danny cohen, Controller, BBC One chair: Kirsty Wark, Broadcaster executive 

Producers: sebastian scott, Founder, Prdctble Media miranda chadwick, Senior Broadcast 

Agent, ROAR Global neale simpson, Development Executive, RDF Television Producers:  

sarah Brooks, Assistant Producer, Factual, BBC Cymru Wales 

assistant Producer: natalie mcardle, Assistant Producer

Friday 24 augusT

sponsored by

Tweet your thoughts  
and reactions on MGEITF 

2012 at #edtvfest
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12:30-13:30

ThE PInEWOOD PITChInG COMPETITIOn
The FinTry, level 3

Five Indies are in with the chance of winning a huge prize.  Up for grabs is 
over £30k worth of studio time, crew and post-production towards a pilot, 
provided by Pinewood Studios.  The five Indies, whose ideas have been selected 
by our panel of commissioners, will be pitching live in our Pinewood Pitching 
Competition. Our panel of channel controllers will not only have the task of 
choosing the winning pitch, but will also be discussing the ideas live on stage. 
The lucky winner will be crowned at the end of the session. 

Panellists: elaine Bedell, Director of Entertainment & Comedy, ITV emma Tennant, 

Controller, UKTV Phil edgar jones, Head of Entertainment, BSkyB Zai Bennett, Controller, 

BBC Three chair: richard Bacon, Broadcaster Producers:  anna Fern, Channels Executive, 

ITV donna Taberer, Head of College of Production, BBC Academy helen veale, Joint 

Managing Director & Creative Director, Outline Productions & simon Tomkins, Head of 

Programme Strategy, ITV2, ITV3  

14:00-15:00

ThE AlTErnATIVE MACTAGGArT:  
ChArlIE BrOOKEr
The PenTland, level 3

Prolific broadcaster, satirist, screenwriter and journalist Charlie  
Brooker gives a rare, live interview on his experiences as a writer,  
producer and showrunner. The Screenwipe star will talk about his latest 
productions, television criticism and any other old shit he can get away with.

speaker: charlie Brooker, Writer & Presenter chair: grace dent, Journalist, Author & 

Broadcaster Producer: james herring, Managing Partner, Taylor Herring PR

14:00-15:00

AlIVE & KICKInG: DOCs On ThE BOX
The FinTry, level 3

What is the best way to capture documentary truth? Get the contributors to do 
it? Or fixed cameras? Channel 4 have committed to rigs as the new technique 
for capturing reality – and audiences – in a new way. 
Shows like Educating Essex, One Born Every Minute and 24 hours in A&E have 
earned high ratings and critical praise. But the shows are expensive juggernauts, 
and hardly reactive. Meanwhile the BBC have largely forgone the rig in favour of 
developments like user-generated content, or UGC, and a more crowd-sourced 
approach. So as documentaries continue to perform well in the schedules, this 
session unpacks the latest thinking on the best ways to keep docs fresh and 
relevant, alive and kicking.

Panellists: andrew mackenzie, Creative Director, Twofour Broadcast Ltd Brian Woods, 

Managing Director, True Vision emma cooper, Commissioning Editor, Channel 4 magnus 

Temple, Founder, The Garden chair: sam anthony, Creative Director, Sun Dog Pictures 

Producer: sam anthony, Creative Director, Sun Dog Pictures

15:00screening: hunTedTHE FILMHOUSE

Funded by



14:00-15:00

MEET ThE COnTrOllEr: PETEr FInChAM
The sidlaW, level 3

Profits and revenues are up at ITV plc, drama is in a golden age, the factual 
output has not only been consistently brave but has brought in viewers, and 
Britain’s Got Talent defeated The Voice. But Peter Fincham undoubtedly faces 
difficult challenges… Ratings are down on ITV1, spot advertising revenue remains 
flat and ITV has yet to turn improving VOD numbers into solid revenue streams 
– important to the future health of the business. The channel’s entertainment 
juggernauts continue to bring in the audiences but are not hitting their former 
heights and new entertainment ideas appear to be thin on the ground. And 
then there is the relationship with ITV Studios - the share of programmes made 
by Studios for ITV has increased, but where are the prime time hits outside of 
drama? With so much at stake, how is Peter planning to turn the tide?

speaker: Peter Fincham, Director of Television, ITV chair: Kate silverton, Broadcaster 

executive Producers: sebastian scott, Founder, Prdctble Media miranda chadwick, 

Senior Broadcast Agent, ROAR Global neale simpson, Development Executive, RDF 

Television Producers: jimmy Tam, Assistant Producer, Newsround ross mccarthy, Head of 

Development, Outline Productions

14:00-15:00

ThE FIrsT TEn MInuTEs - hOW TO MAKE yOur nEW DrAMA  
sErIEs An InsTAnT hIT
The moorFooT & KilsyTh, level 0

The commercial pressure on drama series to be extendable and returnable gets 
ever greater – but the attention span that audiences give to new shows gets ever 
shorter. Many viewers will make a decision about whether they like a new show 
before they’ve even watched the first whole episode. This session will explore 
how to make the crucial first 10 minutes of that first episode compelling and 
addictive. Is it as simple, as Ted Childs once famously said, as putting in ‘a fight 
or a f***’? What is the significance of the marketing and PR before the show even 
airs? Does it make a difference if the show is on the BBC instead of a commercial 
channel? And are there even lessons to be learned from the increasingly 
sophisticated TV adverts used by brands such as John Lewis and Google?

Panellists: heidi Thomas, Screenwriter, Call the Midwife james murphy, Founding Partner, 

Adam and Eve nicola shindler, Executive Producer, Scott & Bailey Pippa harris, Executive 

Producer, Call the Midwife  sally Wainwright, Writer, Scott & Bailey suranne jones, Actress 

chair:  neil midgley, Freelance Media Journalist Producers: victoria Fea, Commissioning 

Executive, ITV neil midgley, Freelance Media Journalist
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Missed A Session?   
Visit youtube.com/mgeitf for all full sessions and  

highlights on demand!
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15:30-16:15

ThE WOrlDVIEW ADDrEss: BAssEM yOussEF
The FinTry, level 3

Egyptian satirist Bassem Youssef hosts satirical Egyptian news program “Al 
Bernameg” and his work is inspired by Jon Stewart. He began his show in 
March 2011, self publishing on YouTube and quickly gaining million views for his 
responses to the Egyptian Revolution and Syrian uprising and what he perceived 
to be misconceptions and lies spread by the mainstream media. Since then he 
has been commissioned to create his regular show for Egyptian channel ONTV 
and continues to deliver huge local audiences, his launch episode being one of 
the most viewed programmes in Egyptian TV history.

speaker: Bassem youssef, Satirist & Host of ‘Al Bernameg’ chair: martha Kearney, Writer & 

Broadcaster Producer: david mapstone, Senior Programme Editor, Channel 4 News, ITN

15:30-16:15

MEET ThE COnTrOllEr: rIChArD KlEIn
The sidlaW, level 3

BBC Four is now 10 years old and has the highest audience appreciation 
figures of any of the BBC channels. Its performance is at an all-time high 
and has a string of success across all genres from the America season, The 
Story of Musicals, to Ceramics: A Fragile History and Afterlife; Richard Klein’s 
commissioning slate is on fine form. However Klein is set to face his biggest 
challenge yet as the BBC cuts come into full force and the channel’s output 
is refocused. How does Richard plan to remain distinctive, and fight off stiff 
competition with ever decreasing budgets?
 
speaker: richard Klein, Controller, BBC Four executive Producer: sebastian scott, Founder, 

Prdctble Media miranda chadwick, Senior Broadcast Agent, ROAR Global neale simpson, 

Development Executive, RDF Television Producer:  sarah Brooks, Assistant Producer, 

Factual, BBC Cymru Wales assistant Producer: natalie mcardle, Assistant Producer

15:30-16:30

WE’rE DOWnlOADInG yOur sTuFF: PIrACy? WhAT PIrACy?
The moorFooT & KilsyTh, level 0

Are web users emptying your pockets? Music, film and television can all be 
instantly and infinitely copied and shared. Creative industries are trying to figure 
out how to retain control over their output. If governments and legislators are 
losing the legislation battle at the hands of an angry mob, what can TV creatives 
do to make sure they can make money from the fruits of their labours? This 
session is a lively look at different futures: from a free-for-all where content costs 
nothing, to government-controlled culture change. Our experts lay out the facts 
and the figures for how to stay afloat in the future, when the pirates are stealing 
your stuff.

Panellists: john mcvay, Chief Executive, PACT rickard Falkvinge, Founder, Swedish Pirate 

Party mark lawrence, Executive Director Europe, Endemol chair: laura Kuenssberg 

Journalist Producers:  aleks Krotoski, Researcher, Journalist & Author of ‘Untangling the Web’  

vasha Wallace, SVP Global Acquisitions & Development, FremantleMedia

sponsored by

THINGS TO DO:
Don’t miss CCTV’s 

Collaboration Opportunities 
in China session today at 
15:30 in the Tinto, with 
post networking drinks!
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15:30-16:30

shErlOCK: ThE nETWOrK MGEITF JOInT  
sEssIOn MAsTErClAss
The PenTland level 3

From its conception on a train  
journey to international success story, Sherlock has 
been one of the most significant breakout hits of recent years.  
A hit with viewers and critics alike, Sherlock has broken new ground 
with a bold visual style and cliff-hangers that have its sizeable 

cult following feverish with anticipation. The creative team behind 
the success discuss how it was conceived, produced and cast and give 

an insight into the way that the brand has been successfully exploited to the 
global marketplace, while maintaining its integrity. Plus how an innovative online 
presence has embraced the fans of Conan Doyle’s original stories and created a 
following way beyond the terrestrial broadcast. The writers will also reveal news 
about the much anticipated third series...

Panellists:The creative team from Hartswood Films including… steven moffat, Co-creator 

and writer sue vertue, Producer mark gatiss, Co-creator & writer andrew scott, Actor 

chair: Boyd hilton, TV Editor, Heat Magazine Producers: ian johnson, Managing Director, 

Ian Johnson Publicity Kate maddigan, Commissioner, Entertainment, ITV

15:30-16:30

ChInA CEnTrAl TElEVIsIOn (CCTV) COllABOrATIOn OPPOrTunITIEs In ChInA
The TinTo, ground Floor

China Central Television’s senior executives including the Deputy-Editor-in-
Chief, the Head of Programme Control as well as the Head of International 
Development are holding this special reception to give an overview of current 
opportunities to collaborate with CCTV’s 40+ channels. Guests attending this 
reception will not only get first-hand information on current opportunities with 
CCTV, they will also be able to put questions to the CCTV team in the Q&A 
session and arrange one-on-one discussions 

chair: jean dong, Managing Director, Zespa Media Panellists: huang chuanfang, Deputy 

Editor-in-Chief of CCTV, Zhao Wenjiang, Deputy Director of Program Controlling Office, 

chen Zhong, Director, Programming Management Department, Program Controlling 

Office, yan shuang, Section Chief, Program R&D Department, Program Controlling Office, 

Zhang chuanling, Section Chief, Audience Service Department, Program Controlling Office 

Producers: jean dong and oli rayner, Zespa Media

FolloWed By 16:30-17:00

CCTV nETWOrKInG DrInKs
The TinTo, ground level

China Central Television (CCTV) invite you to join them for drinks  
and one to one discussions on collaboration opportunities.

sponsored by

THINGS TO DO:Champagne and canapés  - Join Sony Pictures Television UK and Andrea Wong at 16:45 in the Moorfoot & Kilyth to raise a glass and toast the Festival!

sponsored by
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16:30-17:30

ThE rIChArD Dunn MEMOrIAl InTErVIEW: MIChAEl APTED
The sidlaW, level 3

Michael Apted is a film and television legend. He started out in Granada in the 
early sixties and during his career he had directed everything from Coronation 
Street to James Bond. In this session Apted will look back on his extraordinary 
career with Mark Lawson- a career whose highlight is the epic 7 Up series which 
began in 1964, following a group of young British children through their lives. 
The most recent instalment – 56 Up- was broadcast this year and Apted will 
talk about the incredible scale and ambition of the series and his role in creating 
what is often described as the greatest documentary of all time. Michael Apted 
is flying in from Los Angeles especially to attend the television festival and his 
session promises to be illuminating, entertaining and inspiring for anyone who 
dreams of making television that makes a difference.

speaker: michael apted, Director chair: mark lawson Broadcaster & Journalist 

Producers: claire lewis, Head of Broadcast, The Gate Films sarfraz manzoor, Writer & 

Broadcaster

16:30-17:30

sCOTTIsh BrOADCAsTInG AnD BrOADCAsTInG sCOTlAnD – ThE TV FEsTIVAl 
WElCOMEs ThE FIrsT MInIsTEr
The FinTry, level 2

 
Powers over broadcasting are reserved to the UK Government - but that hasn’t 
stopped Alex Salmond from trying to make an impact on broadcasting since 
he became First Minister in 2007. This session will see Mr Salmond reflect on 
developments in Scottish broadcasting over the past 5 years. How far has the 
Scottish Broadcasting Commission’s vision to increase Scotland’s share of 
network programming been achieved?  What impact will cuts to BBC Scotland 
have on public service broadcasting in Scotland?  With a referendum on 
Scottish independence to take place in Autumn 2014 this session will also see 
Mr Salmond outline some of the opportunities he sees for the broadcasting 
industry.  What steps could be taken to make Scotland an attractive location 
for international screen producers?  How can broadcasting be enhanced within 
Scotland and the amount of Scottish productions broadcast to the rest of the 
world increased?

speaker: alex salmond, First Minister of Scotland, chair: steve hewlett, Writer, Broadcaster & 

Media Consultant Producers: david mapstone, Senior Programme Editor, Channel 4 News, ITN 

16:45-17:45

ChAMPAGnE AnD CAnAPés WITh sOny PICTurEs TElEVIsIOn
The moorFooT & KilsyTh

Join SPT’s UK production companies to raise a glass and toast the  
Edinburgh International Television Festival. Hosted by Andrea Wong,  
President, International Production.

sponsored by

sponsored by
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Friday 24 augusT

18:00-19:00

The PenTland, level 3

Now in its 11th consecutive year, the Channel of the Year Awards recognise the increasingly competitive and often challenging market that today’s TV companies operate in, and celebrate the creative, innovative and commercial solutions that both channels and production companies present. Join Jason Byrne and a host of special guests to find out the winners in the eight hotly contested categories at this year’s awards ceremony!

The following nominations were provided by a gfK poll:

Terrestrial channel of the year 
BBC One, BBC Two, ITV1, Channel 4, Channel 5 

digital channel of the year 
BBC Four, BBC Three, E4, ITV2, Sky1 HD

Terrestrial Programme of the year 
Downton Abbey, Educating Essex, Homeland, Sherlock, The Voice

digital Programme of the year 
Celebrity Juice, Him & Her, Mad Men, Russell Howard’s Good News, The 

Killing II

indie of the year 
Big Talk Productions, Talkback, The Garden Productions, Twofour, 

Wall To Wall

Producer or director debut of the year
Dan Albion, Producer: Dynamo: Magician Impossible

Grace Reynolds, Producer: Educating Essex
Richard Senior, Director: Doctor Who (Let’s Kill Hitler)

cross Platform innovation of the year 
BBC iPlayer, Embarrassing Bodies Live From The Clinic, Got 
To Dance Online, The Bank Job Head To Head Game, The 

Voice UK Online

The network & ones to Watch Programme choice award 
Black Mirror, Educating Essex, Homeland, Sherlock

host: jason Byrne Comedian Producers: Francesca de Barr, Special Events & 
Operations Executive, MGEITF lisa Perrin, Creative Director, Entertainment, Shine TV 
Tamsyn Zietsman, Head of PR, Sky Atlantic & Zoe clapp, Communications Director, 
UKTV

voting: All Festival 
delegates can cast 
their vote for the 
winner in each 
category.  Voting 
closes at midnight 
on Thursday 23rd 
August. 

voTe noW - 
Please visit gFK in 
the strathblane to 
cast your vote 

ChAnnEl OF ThE  
yEAr AWArDs 2012
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10:00-11:00

QuEsTIOn TIME: EDInBurGh sPECIAl
The PenTland, level 3

Head spinning after two days of lectures, debates, and late night drinking?   
Why not take stock and refresh the brain cells with a lively special edition of 
Question Time? Martha Kearney and a panel of top media personalities will take 
your questions on anything and everything to do with TV. Whether you want to 
talk about VoD or the New DG or have a moan about coverage of the Olympics 
– this is your chance to speak out and be heard, or if you prefer simply sit back 
and digest.

Panellists: clive anderson, Writer, Television & Radio Presenter, elaine Bedell, Director 

of Entertainment & Comedy, ITV, harriet harman, Shadow Secretary of State for Culture, 

Media & Sport, richard Klein, Controller, BBC Four chair: martha Kearney, Writer & 

Broadcaster Producers: chris shaw, Editorial Director, ITN Productions & Brendan miller, 

Series Producer, Mentorn greg sanderson, Commissioning Executive, Music & Arts, BBC

10:00 – 11:00

sTOrMInG ThE CAsTlE: ThE rOAD TO A us sAlE
The FinTry, level 3

The American market is increasingly becoming a sought after goal for UK 
producers and programme creators.  But there are stark differences to how that 
system operates versus what we’re all used to in the UK so it can come across 
as downright Kafka-esque to the uninitiated.  Joined on stage by several senior 
level decision makers from US studios, networks and agencies, our Chair will set 
out on a hypothetical journey to sell a Comedy Series into the US and create 
the next runaway hit.  But will they have the wits, patience and good humour to 
navigate their way through the system successfully?  A great guide for anybody 
who has ever wanted to forge ahead into the American market but doesn’t 
know where to begin. 

Producer: Fraser robinson, Development Consultant

11:30-12:30

ruTh JOnEs: KEEPInG uP WITh JOnEsy
The PenTland, level 3

Dubbed “one of the most likeable people on British TV”, Ruth Jones talks to 
Boyd Hilton about her work. As well as playing a wide range of roles such as 
Nessa in Gavin and Stacey, Flora Finching in Little Dorrit, Linda in Nighty Night 
and the title role in Hattie, Ruth is also the creator, show-runner and star of 
Stella, her first solo project for Sky 1, currently filming its second series. Stella is 
made by Tidy Productions - the Cardiff based indie 
she co-founded with producer David Peet in 2008. 
Find out how Ruth started writing, what she enjoys 
about acting and why she loves being a Tidy girl ...

speaker: ruth jones chair: Boyd hilton, TV Editor, Heat 

Magazine Producers:  saskia schuster, Commissioning 

Editor, Comedy, BSkyB suzy lambert, Media Events 

Producer

saTurday 25 augusT

10:00screening: docTor WhoTHE FILMHOUSE

THINGS TO DO:
Feeling a little fragile? 
detox yourself with a 

wholesome Smoothie from 
the YouTube Lounge or 

relaxing Chinese Tea from 
Zespa Media!



11:30-12:30

MEET ThE COnTrOllErs: MulTI ChAnnEl,  
EnTErTAInMEnT
The sidlaW, level 3

Steve Regan from MTV UK, David Booth from  
MTV International and Comedy Central UK’s  
Sarah Farrell reveal what programming excites  
them and unveil some exclusive previews of  
their upcoming shows. Comedy Central’s Director  
of Development Sarah Farrell talks about the channel’s commissioning strategy 
for 2013; revealing more about the second series of Big Talk Production’s 
Threesome ,which the Times call ‘Best new sitcom’, her latest projects in 
development and exclusively previews a new alternative comedy show executive 
produced by Stewart Lee. Steve Regan, Senior Editorial Director, Commissioning 
& Production, MTV UK and the man behind ratings smash Geordie Shore and 
hotly anticipated The Valleys will be sharing some insights into his audience.  
We’ll be discussing the channel which is bold and unapologetic and asking what 
is MTV’s brand of Entertainment? And how taboo is too taboo? David Booth, 
Senior Vice President of Programming and Content for MTV Brands International 
oversees the editorial strategy of 152 channels across 63 territories.  Booth will 
talk about his latest projects, what he’s looking for next, how his bird’s eye view 
intersects with Steve Regan’s UK responsibilities, and unveil where in the world 
the Geordie Shore crew will cause mayhem next.

Panellists: steve regan, Senior Editorial Director, Commissioning & Production MTV 

ilya colak-antic, Director Of External Development, MTV Brands sarah Farrell, Director 

of Content & Development, Comedy Central UK chair: darren mcmullen, Broadcaster 

executive Producers:  sebastian scott, Founder, Prdctble Media miranda chadwick, Senior 

Broadcast Agent, ROAR Global neale simpson, Development Executive, RDF Television 

Producers:  allanah Brookes, Assistant Producer, STV carly Brooks, Assistant Producer

11:45-12:45

ThE nETWOrK – lIVE!
The cromdale, level -2

The Network is the TV Festival’s entry level talent 
scheme.  By buying a ticket to MGEITF, you’ve already 
helped the Network delegates take their first steps 
towards a career in the industry. So why not come 
down to the Cromdale and see them in action? Over 
the past few days, the Networkers have been getting 
a hands-on taster of the TV industry in workshops led 
by top programme makers. See the results as they 
present The Network – Live!, the show that they have 
written, filmed and produced.

host ore oduba, Presenter, BBC News and Sport and CBBC Producers The network 

delegates 2012
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THINGS TO DO:Come and meet Creative 
Scotland and find 
out more about the 

opportunities to take your production to Scotland.



13:00-14:00

ThE GrEATEsT shOW On EArTh? ACCEss All ArEAs WITh ThE PEOPlE 
DElIVErInG ThE OlyMPIC DrEAM
The PenTland, level 3

After the BBC has delivered the biggest media event in history, we take an hour 
to celebrate, re-live and discover more about the London 2012 games – the 
golden moments, the human endeavour, the news headlines, the broadcast 
achievement. But we also take a moment to reflect in open debate on whether 
or not the promise was delivered. Chaired by someone who loves sport and 
loves to talk about it, Richard Bacon, we re-live the key moments and hear from 
the people at its heart, if and how the dream was delivered, how storms were 
navigated and what got lost along the way and explore whether or not the 
audiences’ expectations were dashed, met or smashed like an old world-record. 
The personalities, the commentary, the editorial, the ceremonies and all of the 
digital platforms – all the constituent parts will be cast in a new light by those 
who lived to tell the tale.  We hope to bring you a moment from an Olympian – 
live or virtually. We’ll be taking audience questions and tweets. 

Panellists: hazel irvine, Television Presenter martin green, Director of Ceremonies & 

Torch, BBC roger mosey, Director, London 2012, BBC chair: richard Bacon, Broadcaster 

Producer: jack lundie, Director of Brand & Communications, Save the Children

13:00-14:00

MEET ThE COnTrOllErs: MulTI ChAnnEl, FACTuAl
The sidlaW, level 3

The UK’s top digital factual channels, Discovery, History and National Geographic 
are evolving, and there’s no better time for UK producers to get involved than 
in 2012. With key management appointments giving these channels greater 
commissioning clout in the UK and a shift in gear to transactional formats 
and people-watching ob-docs, digital factual channels are on the up and are 
finding new audiences to join them on their ascent. But they still frequently find 
themselves being given hand-me down ideas. These channels certainly aren’t 
short of ambition, but are lower budgets and the ever-present rights issue 
scaring off production companies? In a first-of-its-kind session at MGEITF, we 
are bringing together commissioners from National Geographic, Discovery and 
History to discuss their shift from what has been considered their traditional 
programming territories and to debate why some Indies are reluctant to go 
to them first with their brightest and best ideas. With the potential to reach a 
worldwide audience, isn’t it time to stop thinking of the digital factual channels 
as just the last chance saloon for your proposals?
 
Panellists: dan Korn, Senior Vice President Programming, Discovery Networks UK hamish 

mykura, Executive Vice President and Head of International Content, National Geographic 

Channel rachel job, Head of Acquisitions & Commissioning: History & Military History, 

AETN UK chair:  denman rooke, Managing Director, October Films executive Producers: 

sebastian scott, Founder, Prdctble Media miranda chadwick, Senior Broadcast Agent, 

ROAR Global neale simpson, Development Executive, RDF Television Producers:  allanah 

Brookes, Assistant Producer, STV carly Brooks, Assistant Producer
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Since founding Shine in 2001, Elisabeth Murdoch 
has steered its growth from a single multi-genre 
independent to an internationally renowned 
content group responsible for some of the most 
respected and prolific production companies 
in the worlds of scripted and non-scripted 
television. Shine Group companies now number 
27 across Europe, the USA and Australasia, and 
are responsible for some of the world’s best 
loved and travelled television programmes as 
well as encompassing international distribution, 
film production, social gaming and online 
broadcasting. 

Elisabeth began her career in television at 
the Nine Network in Australia as a researcher in 
1990, later joining Fox Television in Los Angeles 
as Programme and Promotion Manager for seven 
stations. She then went to the FX Cable Network 

as Director of Acquisitions. In 1995, she started her 
own company, EP Communications, managing two 
dominant NBC affiliate television stations KSBW-
TV and KSB-TV. The stations won one national 
and five Californian Emmy Awards as well as the 
1995 Peabody Award for Broadcast Excellence. 
Prior to setting up Shine, Elisabeth 
joined British Sky Broadcasting as 
General Manager before rising to 
Managing Director, Sky Networks 
with overall responsibility for 
Sky’s programming business, 
group consumer marketing and 
its news, film and entertainment 
channels. In 2008 Elisabeth was 
appointed a Tate Trustee and 
a Director of the UK Film 
Council.

Since the 1960s, Michael has helmed an extensive 
list of feature films and documentaries. His feature 
films include the recent Amazing Grace for Walden 
Media, as well as Gorillas in the Mist, Coalminer’s 
Daughter, Gorky Park, Thunderheart, Nell, The 
World is Not Enough, Enigma, and Enough. His 
most recent film, the third installment of C.S. 
Lewis’ The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of the 
Dawn Treader for Walden Media and Twentieth 
Century Fox was released in December 2010. 
Michael’s documentary credits include, the Boris 
Grebenshikov film The Long Way Home, Incident 
at Oglala, Bring on the Night, Moving the 
Mountain, Me and Isaac Newton and his recent 
soccer film Power of the Game. He also directed 
the official 2006 World Cup Film. But among 
Michael’s most widely recognized documentary 
directorial achievements are his internationally 
acclaimed, multi-award winning sequels based on 
the original 7 UP documentary: 7 Plus 7, 21, 28, 35, 
42 UP, 49 UP, and broadcast earlier this year, 56 
UP. The films have followed the lives of 14 Britons 
since the age of seven in seven year increments. In 
addition to his documentary and feature work, 
Michael has worked extensively in television, 

including directing the first three episodes of 
HBO’s epic series Rome. Michael was born in 
England in 1941 and studied law and history at 
Cambridge University. He has received numerous 
awards and nominations for his extensive body of 
work, including a Grammy, a British Academy 
Award, a DGA Award and the International 
Documentary Association’s highest honor, the IDA 
Career Achievement Award. By the order of 
Queen Elizabeth II, Michael was recently made a 
Companion of the Order of Saint Michael and 
Saint George for his work in the film and television 
industries. Michael joined the DGA in 1978, was 
elected to the Western Directors 
Council in 1997 and became the 
Fifth Vice President of the 
National Board in 2002.  
He was elected President at the 
DGA biennial convention in  
June 2003. He served three terms 
as President of the Guild, which he 
concluded in July 2009. He is  
also a Governor of the  
Academy of Motion 
Pictures. 
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ElIsABETh MurDOCh
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Ted Sarandos has led content acquisition for Netflix since 2000. With 
more than 20 years’ experience in home entertainment, Ted is recognised 
in the industry as an innovator in film acquisition and distribution. Before 
Netflix, Ted was an executive at video distributor ETD and Video City/West 
Coast Video. He also serves on the Film Advisory Board for Tribeca and Los 
Angeles Film Festival, the retail advisory board for the Digital Entertainment 
Group and is a Henry Crown Fellow at the Aspen Institute. Ted is married 
to U.S. Ambassador Nicole Avant and has two children.

Bassem Youssef was born in 1974. He is an 
Egyptian satirist and the host of the satirical 
Egyptian news programme Al Bernameg. The 
press has compared Youssef with American 
comedian Jon Stewart, whose satire programme 
The Daily Show inspired Youssef to begin his 
career. Youssef is originally a heart surgeon who 
attended to the wounded protestors during the 
18 days of the revolution. 

Watching how the media skewed reality 
spread misconceptions and lies about the 
revolution Youssef began his first satirical show 
in March 2011 in response to the Egyptian 
Revolution and 2011 Syrian uprising.
Entitled The B+ Show, the program was 
uploaded to YouTube and gained millions of 
views. Around 9 episodes were produced in all. 
After the success of The B+ Show, Egyptian 
channel ONTV offered Youssef a deal to create 
the satirical show Al Bernameg.

The show premiered in Ramadan 2011; and 
so far has been one of the most 
viewed programs on Egyptian 
television and by the far the 
top viewed program on 
YouTube reaching more than 
75 million views and still 
counting.

Youssef has concluded 
his first season and now 
preparing for the second 
season of his show hoping 
to be the first political satire 
show with live audience in 
the Middle East. 

The WorldvieW address 

BAssEM yOussEF

The FuTurevieW address

TED sArAnDOs

The alTernaTive macTaggarT 

ChArlIE BrOOKEr

Charlie Brooker has worked as a writer, journalist, 
cartoonist and television and radio presenter. 
Recent television credits include: You Have Been 
Watching; Screenwipe, which won a Royal 
Television Society award; Newswipe, which won 
Best Comedy Entertainment Programme at the 
2010 British Comedy Awards & an RTS Award; 
and the BAFTA nominated 2011 Wipe. 
Charlie himself won Best Newcomer at the 2009 
British Comedy Awards, & was nominated for 
Best Comedy Entertainment Personality at the 
2010 Comedy Awards. He also co-hosted both 
series of C4’s 10 O’Clock Show.
Charlie wrote and produced Black Mirror – 3 
stand-alone darkly comic dramas which won a 
Rose D’Or this year; and Dead Set, a BAFTA-
nominated satirical horror drama, both for 
Channel 4. A Touch of Cloth, also written by 
Charlie - a feature length crime detective spoof 
- will be aired this summer.
Other TV writing credits include the 11 
O’Clock Show and the Brass Eye 
Paedophilia Special.

Recent radio credits 
include hosting So Wrong  
its Right, a competitive  
panel show for Radio 4 which 
has just completed its 3rd 
series.

Charlie is well-known for 
his weekly columns in The 
Guardian and won 
The Press Awards’ 
columnist of the 
year 2009.
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C
ongratulations: you are one of a select group 
who have been chosen for Ones to Watch. 
Around the industry you will find a growing 

number of significant senior people who have 
been where you are now. Whether in the original 
incarnations of TV25 or Fast Track, they have used 
the opportunity to break new ground, win awards, 

fulfil ambitions and achieve their goals. 

Ones to Watch is a unique, exclusive 
and invaluable opportunity. You will 
have access to an elite group of TV 
industry figures in an informal and 
relaxed environment. They’re coming 
to impart their knowledge and share 
their experiences, as well as inspire 
and encourage you.

Engage with the experience by asking 
questions and interrogating the topics. Don’t 

be afraid to use your voice. Use the sessions to 
improve your knowledge of the industry and to 
develop your understanding.

All our contributors recognise the value of Ones 
to Watch and believe in developing talent. We are 
very grateful to them for their time, as without their 
generosity and willingness to take part, there would 
be no Ones to Watch. We, therefore, expect 100% 
attendance throughout.

We firmly believe we have selected the best 
talent to be our Ones to Watch: you are the exec 
producers, genre heads and channel controllers of 
the future. 

You have an exciting few days ahead of you: brilliant 
Ones to Watch sessions, great opportunities to 
network and a chance to win a commission on 
Channel 4’s Random Acts, as well as an opportunity 
to enjoy the TV Festival.

Make the most of it. Enjoy.

vivienne molokwu and jason mitchell 
Ones to Watch Producers

H
undreds applied, 30 have been chosen. 
The Ones to Watch delegates have been 
handpicked by members of MGEITF 

Executive Committee to represent some of the most 
exciting people working in the TV industry today.

Ones to Watch is the new name for Fast Track, 
which has been successfully identifying and 
rewarding rising TV talent for the last 18 
years. The 30 Ones to Watch Delegates 
are all professionals who are already 
working in the industry. 

Have a look at their profiles in the 
pages to follow and remember their 
names and faces. We think you’ll be 
seeing a lot more of these people in the 
years to come.

Thank you to FremantleMedia UK for 
donating a cash prize for our very exciting 
opening session and Tabitha Jackson and Channel 
4’s Random Acts for providing a fantastic prize 
for the Ones to Watch Live Pitch. A special thank 
you to Daisy Goodwin, Andrew Mackenzie, Jane 
Rogerson and Chris Shaw who judged the Ones to 
Watch applications. And as ever, thank you to all our 
speakers and sponsors, who are doing so much to 
nurture the future leaders of our industry.

caroline meaby, Director, MGEITF Talent Schemes

Welcome To ones To WaTch

“ones to Watch is our succession plan 
for the future of British Tv. it’s a superb 
opportunity for Tv’s future leaders to 
learn from the people currently trying to 
run the industry.  But it’s not just what you 
know that counts. Who you know also 
matters and it’s a brilliant chance to make 
enduring friendships and develop valuable 
networks with other up and coming stars of 
tomorrow.  it’s guaranteed to be an intense 
and potentially career defining few days.”
Kenton allen, mgeiTF advisory chair and chief 
executive officer, Big Talk Productions
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ones To WaTch 2012
Furquan aKhTar, ediTorial assisTanT, iTv

 
Furquan Akhtar began his television 
career as a trainee in the Coronation 
Street script department. He has 
freelanced as a researcher, archivist and 
storyliner for the show before securing 

a position as an editorial assistant. He currently 
works closely with the producers and script editors 
in delivering the scripts that Corrie are renowned for. 
As well as this he is working with the multi-platform 
team in developing an online entertainment show 
with a view to hosting its pilot. Furquan has a 
passion for both comedy and drama and pursues 
writing in his spare time.

“Bright, super-efficient and hungry to learn. 
Furquan’s polite manner belies a wicked sense of 
humour that makes him a joy to work with. Plus 
he’s got the best line in bow ties in the business.” 
jan mcverry, scriptwriter, Coronation Street

my favourite Tv moment of the year: The return of 
the Don Draper we all know and love in the series 
finale of Mad Men.

mel BeZalel, develoPmenT assisTanT 
Producer, Films oF record

 
Mel started life as a writer for 
newspapers and magazines (including 
a mag dedicated to Doctor Who). She 
harangued her way into television 
through the Channel 4 Trainee Scheme 

in 2010, beginning as a development researcher at 
Fresh One. Mel is now assistant producer and sole 
development person at Films of Record. She enjoys 
shooting & editing and writes comedy in her spare 
time.

“Mel has a special talent for producing ideas 
almost daily that are fresh, engaging and popular 
without patronising viewers. She’s smart, witty and 
cares about television both as entertainment and 
as a force for change. She’ll go far.” 
roger graef, ceo, Films of record

my favourite Tv moment of the year: My 
Transsexual Summer where we see a trans-man’s 
pump-up penis from the front and his unmistakable 
female bottom from behind. I have never paused 
and rewound a TV show so many times. Amazing.

ash BhardWaj, assisTanT Producer, oFF 
The cuFF ProducTions

 
Ash’s entry to production came 
through a personal project about 
taking his father’s ashes to India, where 
he received development funding from 
the BBC and learned the skills of 

production along the way. From there, he continued 
to work in factual television development. More 
recently he successfully pitched a documentary 
about snow leopards in Afghanistan to Terra Mater, 
which he is assistant producing this autumn. In his 
spare time, Ash produces video for online content 
and recently completed a trip to Everest with 
Walking with the Wounded.

“Ash works hard at everything, never stops, always 
looking for something new to do to improve his 
skill set and knowledge. And what is more, he 
is not just good at those things, he is excellent. 
His self-motivation and willingness to make 
things happen was exemplified with his winning 
development funding from the BBC - single-
handedly setting up meetings with commissioners 
and undertaking training to get it made.” 
julian Phelan, owner, moliTv

my favourite Tv moment of the year: Andy Murray 
cries at Wimbledon.

Tom BoWKer, assisTanT Producer, 
BBc sPorT inTeracTive mulTimedia

 
Tom’s career began after being 
selected to join the BBC Production 
Trainee Scheme in 2009. Formerly an 
award-winning commercial radio 
presenter and journalism graduate, he 

now creates highlights, features and voice reports 
for a variety of sports including Formula One, 
Wimbledon and European Championships for BBC, 
Online and Interactive TV. 

“Tom is a shining example of TV’s next generation, 
offering up a great range of skills from production 
and journalism to comedy writing and performing. 
He’s definitely ‘One to Watch’.” 
matt Tombs, editor, development strategy, BBc 
entertainment & events

my favourite Tv moment of the year: Steve Coogan 
and Rob Brydon competing to do the best Michael 
Caine impressions in The Trip.
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sheri cladd, senior research 
eXecuTive, uKTv

 
Sheri chose to study at University of 
Brighton to undertake a placement year 
with Channel 4 and went on to gain 
further work experience, including a 
production role on Hollyoaks. After 

graduating, she moved into acquisitions at MTV 
followed by scheduling. Sheri is now a research 
executive with UKTV where she introduced social 
media monitoring metrics and continues to provide 
key insights for business decisions. Sheri also has 
strong interest in US TV Networks.

“Sheri has an incredible passion for TV, balanced 
with a highly analytical mind-set, making her a 
huge asset to the team and everyone she works 
with.” 
emma Boston, director of research & Business 
insight, uKTv

my favourite Tv moment of the year: The pig sex 
incident in the first episode of Black Mirror. 

holly cocKer, develoPmenT Producer, 
marKThree media

 
After production managing 
commercials, Holly decided that it 
looked much more fun to be directing. 
After directing films for the NHS, 
Innocent drinks and European Design 

Weeks, she worked on programmes including Holby 
City, Watchdog and Rogue Traders. Holly was 
recently commissioned by the BBC to PD a 
documentary for CBBC’s prestigious series My Life, 
which received ‘Pick of the Day’ in four national 
newspapers. Holly’s now working at markthree 
media and has already got a commission under her 
belt, with lots more to come.

“With a depth of knowledge about documentaries 
that goes way beyond anyone I’ve ever met, Holly’s 
ability to find a story and craft it into a programme 
is outstanding. If there was ever a rising star in the 
industry, it’s Holly.” 
Kate monaghan, managing director, 
markthree media

my favourite Tv moment of the year: The broadcast 
of the first episode of Educating Essex, which was 
the first time we’d seen this level of unprecedented 
access.

josh cole, develoPmenT Producer, 
Big TalK ProducTions

 
Josh joined Big Talk at the start of 
2012 as their new development 
producer. Specialising in scripted 
comedy and working closely with CEO 
Kenton Allen, Josh is responsible for 

building and developing his own slate of projects, as 
well as working on existing Big Talk productions. 
Prior to that, Josh worked at numerous indies as 
well as the BBC. 

“Josh is that rare breed I’ve spent four years 
searching for – a young man with a wise mind and 
a killer instinct for comedy. Talent love him and so 
do we.” 
Kenton allen, ceo, Big Talk

my favourite Tv moment of the year: The return of 
Alan Partridge on Sky Atlantic...

charly conquesT, researcher, cnBc

 
Charly began her career by setting up 
an award-winning charity, supporting 
disabled and disadvantaged people to 
make films and media campaigns. 
Since progressing into broadcasting 

she has developed and researched factual 
programmes for the BBC and Sky Atlantic and 
produced a film which was shortlisted for Best 
Broadcast Documentary at her regional RTS 
Awards. She is passionate about writing and in 2011 
had her first feature screenplay optioned. 

“Charly is extraordinarily energetic and 
conscientious. She’s clever, creative, and 
talented with people. Her knowledge of the 
commissioning process is very impressive, her 
way with contributors and ability to get access is 
astonishing.” 
judith holder, executive Producer, Climbed and 
managing director of northern upstart

my favourite Tv moment of the year: Sherlock’s 
‘death’.

ones To WaTch 2012
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james cooPer, online Producer/
direcTor, FremanTlemedia uK

 
Writing, directing, shooting, editing 
and even presenting – James has done 
it all since starting in TV. Whilst working 
at Mentorn, James was instrumental in 
winning big commissions for BBC Three 

and Sky Atlantic. He has considerable experience 
online and as content producer for The Voice UK 
online, he helped deliver record figures to the BBC’s 
website. He also hosts a successful night all about 
TV, Square Eyes, where he has interviewed the likes 
of Stuart Murphy, Jimmy Mulville and Greg Dyke.

“James is a formidable talent. He can cast, shoot 
and cut like a dream, has a passion for new ideas 
and works well alone or as part of a big team. 
Funny, smart and all round lovely guy.” 
emma morgan, head of development, mentorn 
media

my favourite Tv moment of the year: Miriam 
Margolyes meets will.i.am on The Graham 
Norton Show.

Tolula dada, documenTary/sTory 
researcher, Freelance

 
Tolula began her career working for 
BBC London Factual. As a freelance 
researcher she has applied her 
self-shooting, editing and multi-
platform skills to a range of arts, 

daytime and current affairs programmes. Tolula has 
over four years’ journalistic experience and TV Travel 
Press Award nominations to her name. She is also a 
staged playwright, script reader and budding drama 
producer.

“Intelligent, resourceful, with a natural talent for 
finding and crafting ideas, Tolula is a promising 
talent, a masterful multi-tasker and a pleasure to 
work with” 
janet lee, series editor, The Culture Show, BBc

my favourite Tv moment of the year: Andy Murray 
crying after losing the Wimbledon final.

amy dallmeyer, assisTanT Producer, 
iTv sTudios

 
Amy began her career at Endemol on 
their development creative scheme, 
from here she joined Carbon Media, 
devising The Love Bus dating format for 
Five and developing Gleeful: The Real 

Showchoirs of America for E4. Since joining ITV 
Studios she has worked on Sky Living’s highest 
rating show of 2011, Steps Reunion as well as edit 
producing website content for Steps: Back on the 
Road Again. Amy was also instrumental in 
implementing an intern scheme at ITV Studios.

“Amy is like the shows she develops; fun, original, 
and ambitious. I really enjoy working with her and 
I look forward to the day when she doesn’t return 
my calls because she is too important” 
joe mace, head of entertainment development, 
iTv studios

my favourite Tv moment of the year: The closing 
sequence of the final episode of Educating Essex.

laura Flegg, assisTanT Producer, 
Passion PicTures

 
At heart Laura’s a science geek, with a 
passion to make science popular and 
accessible. She’s landed roles on 
numerous series, including Richard 
Hammond’s Journey to the Centre of 

the Planet and Nat Geo Wild’s highly rated Wild 
Case Files. Laura thrives in development, but her 
talent is doing whatever it takes to make a shoot 
successful, including once flying a frozen shark 
across America! More recently, Laura’s turned her 
hand to directing and is excited about developing 
her self-shooting and edit skills. 

“Laura throws herself wholeheartedly into every 
project with commitment and intelligence. She 
has excellent editorial judgement and a talent 
for spotting big characters and unfolding stories. 
Charming contributors and working hard to hit 
deadlines, Laura’s a great asset on production.” 
helen White, series Producer, optomen.

my favourite Tv moment of the year: The Choir: 
Military Wives when the choir sang in the Royal 
Albert Hall... had me in floods of tears!
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harry garne, researcher, BBc 
enTerTainmenT ProducTion norTh

 
Harry started out as a runner at Silver 
River Productions as part of The 
Network at Work scheme. After working 
as the researcher on the RTS award-
nominated If Walls Could Talk, Harry 

made the move up to Manchester. Now working on 
BBC Two behemoth Dragons’ Den, Harry is across 
the entire brand from casting and red button content 
to the official Twitter feed... and answering questions 
about Hilary Devey’s shoulder pads.

“There are two important things to remember 
about Harry Garne: he’s lovely and he’s bloody 
good at his job. He works quickly, he’s clever, 
self-motivated and also manages to be a delight to 
work with. Harry will go far but crucially without 
stepping on anybody along the way.” 
emma hindley, executive Producer, silver river 
Productions

my favourite Tv moment of the year: Either Howard 
drying ducks with a hairdryer in Fresh Meat, or Rob 
dropping his cake in The Great British Bake Off.

daniel gilmore, develoPmenT 
researcher, menTorn media

 
Starting out as an intern at September 
Films, Dan was lucky enough to land a 
junior researcher role on the MTV UK 
Development team, where he helped 
with the relocation of Jersey Shore to 

Newcastle. Now he spends the majority of his time 
devising and pitching reality formats to both UK and 
international broadcasters, including a brand new 
series for MTV International. Aside from the day job, 
Dan is passionate about long-form TV drama and 
having worked alongside a filmmaker on the LFS/
Skillset Hothouse project he is keen to keep building 
his drama production experience. 

“Dan has been a key figure in the Mentorn 
development team. An original thinker who has 
been behind several of our big format commissions 
this year. Great at writing, access and casting, he is 
funny, smart and very hard working.” 
john Willis, chief executive, mentorn media

my favourite Tv moment of the year: Pete Campbell 
getting floored by Lane in Mad Men Series 5. 

Keeley graham, convergenT FormaTs 
ediTor, channel 4

 
Keeley began life in television as a 
runner for the ever popular The One 
Show. She joined Channel 4 on work 
experience shortly after graduating 
from her Masters in 2010 and hasn’t left 

since. Producing for Channel4.com, Keeley worked 
on award-winning multi-platform projects such as 
Embarrassing Bodies: Live From the Clinic and The 
Sex Education Show. After a little over a year she 
was seconded to Convergent Formats, where her 
passion really lies - experimenting with smart TVs 
and other new technologies to discover where the 
future of broadcasting may lie.

“Ambition, intelligence and drive in abundance 
make Keeley stand out from the crowd and 
given a proposal she can quickly come up with 
creative and bold suggestions that progress it to 
the next stage. Keeley brings buckets of energy, 
commitment and ‘can do-ness’ to Convergent 
Formats making her a pleasure to work with. 
#toptalent” 
anna cronin, commissioning editor, convergent 
Formats, channel 4

my favourite Tv moment of the year: When Gemma 
from TOWIE announced that if her boyfriend Charlie 
“wasn’t going to consume their relationship then she 
would just have to consume it with somebody else”. 
Priceless.

ones To WaTch 2012

“ones to Watch gave me confidence, 
contacts, inspiration, ideas and a firm 
idea of what i want to do and where  
i want to be.”
Paul carter, director, markthree media, ones to 
Watch delegate 2011
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luKe hollands, researcher, BBc naTural 
hisTory uniT

 
Luke Hollands is a BBC researcher 
with an eye for a good story and a 
love of adventure. Luke cut his teeth 
as a journalist for newspapers in the 
UK and abroad before winning a place 

on the BBC’s Production Trainee Scheme. Since 
joining the BBC Natural History Unit he’s filmed 
across the globe and turned his hand to self-
shooting, directing and development. Luke’s real 
passion is storytelling, and he has recently landed 
a publishing contract for his debut novel.

“Luke understands television and story telling 
better than any researcher I know. Couple that 
with total reliability, utter dedication and his 
natural ability to get on with everyone; Luke is 
certainly One to Watch.” 
jonny Keeling, executive Producer and head of 
children’s natural history unit, BBc

my favourite Tv moment of the year: David 
Attenborough, aged 84, presenting at the Poles 
for Frozen Planet.

adam hunT, develoPmenT Producer, 
marKThree media

 
With a career that’s taken in 
everything from panel shows to dating 
shows and police obs docs, Adam has 
worked as a researcher/development 
AP for some of the best companies 

around. Adam now spends his nights scouting for 
new comedy talent to work with, and his days 
trying to develop new and exciting ways to make 
himself – and hopefully a few others – laugh along 
the way.

“A driven, creative and inspiring young producer 
who always goes the extra mile. Focussed and 
talented, he’s on the verge of incredible success. 
Adam’s driving ambition is comedy, something 
he lives and breathes - which is evident in all he 
does.” 
Kate monaghan, managing director, markthree 
media

my favourite Tv moment of the year: The long-
awaited return of Alan Partridge to the TV.

Zoe jeWell, assisTanT Producer, 
Freelance 

 
Zoe started her career in 2009 as 
a junior researcher in history and  
arts development at the BBC. Since 
then, she has worked for various 
companies on programmes, ranging 

across history, business and current affairs. She’s 
discovered a love of scriptwriting and filmmaking 
in that time, making some short animated films for 
BBC Learning. She also runs a successful 
hyperlocal website, Brixton Blog – a Guardian Top 
London Blog and one of the top Twitter accounts 
named by The Observer this year.

“Two weeks after I hired Zoe, three people 
in the office were trying to steal her for their 
productions. She’s frighteningly clever, fast, 
and thorough, resourceful, self-starting and 
I’ve genuinely never seen anything faze her. 
Disgusting.” 
john hay, commissioning editor, channel 4

my favourite Tv moment of the year: Grayson 
Perry becoming a TV presenter. 

ones To WaTch 2012

“The opportunities afforded to us on 
ones to Watch were unprecedented and 
unparalleled.”
nick horton, development researcher, Flame Tv, 
ones to Watch delegate 2011
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nasTasia malaTesTa, assisTanT 
Producer, comic relieF

 
Nastasia was selected as a trainee with 
Top TV Academy in 2007. The next 
two years were spent at Love 
Productions, as a researcher for a 
variety of documentaries and factual 

entertainment programmes. Nastasia is interested 
in social issues in the UK and globally, which led to 
her current role at Comic Relief. She has worked 
internationally across a range of Comic Relief 
programming for broadcast on the BBC. 

“Undaunted by unreasonable expectations and 
impossible deadlines - Nastasia is a team player 
whose tenacity and extraordinary powers of 
persuasion have contributed massively to the 
success of Comic Relief programming” 
chris Wilson, head of Broadcast, comic relief

my favourite Tv moment of the year: Madness 
performing on top of Buckingham Palace - 
amazing viewpoint and loved the projections.

shariFa mansour, commissioning Team 
assisTanT, uKTv 

 
Sharifa’s foot in the door began as an 
office runner at TalkbackTHAMES, she 
then moved into production as a 
researcher. Since then Sharifa has 
gained a Master’s Degree in Fashion 

and Film and now you can find her in the fast 
paced Commissioning Department at UKTV, where 
she assists the Commissioning Editors day to day, 
across all of the digital channels. 

“Sharifa is highly creative, extremely organised 
and has fantastic editorial instincts. She has 
seamlessly blended into the team and I can’t 
imagine how we would ever manage without her.”
catherine catton, senior commissioning  
editor, uKTv

my favourite Tv moment of the year: The moment 
I finally found out who killed Rosie Larsen in The 
Killing!

PreeThi mavahalli, develoPmenT 
eXecuTive, mammoTh screen

 
Prior to joining Mammoth in 2011, 
Preethi worked in development at 
Film4, the London Film School as  
well as Film London, on the micro-
budget feature film scheme 

Microwave, whose features included BAFTA-
nominated Shifty and Plan B’s Ill Manors. She has 
also developed and produced a number of short 
films and was appointed one of six young Creative 
Directors for the Old Vic New Voices/Ideas Tap 
Coming Up Festival. 

“Preethi is one of the most stimulating, creative 
and personable people I’ve ever worked with. She 
has an extraordinary career ahead of her” 
damien Timmer, joint managing director, 
mammoth screen

my favourite Tv moment of the year: ‘The 
Weekend’ episode of Homeland.

rajiv naThWani, assisTanT Producer, BBc

 
Rajiv is an assistant producer at 
EastEnders where he delivers 
interactive, Red Button and online 
drama content. He has also played a 
key role in developing the 

programme’s social media presence and strategy. 
In addition to this role, Rajiv sits on BAFTA’s Youth 
Board, LIFT Festival’s Digital Advisory Board and is 
a Director and Trustee of Birmingham Repertory 
Theatre. Rajiv is a founder of the Theatre Ninjas 
app and website which offers free last-minute 
tickets to shows at the Edinburgh Fringe. 

‘Rajiv is a bright, ambitious and relevant young 
producer-in-the-making who confidently takes 
on projects and enriches them at every level. He 
actively seeks out exceptional multi-platform 
and promotional opportunities, and clearly 
understands what audiences want to watch.’ 
lorraine newman, executive Producer, 
EastEnders, BBc

my favourite Tv moment of the year: Matt Baker 
asking David Cameron how he sleeps at night on 
The One Show.
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BerTie PeeK, Producer, 
roughcuT Television

 
Since starting his career at Roughcut 
Television as assistant to Ash Atalla, 
Bertie soon climbed the company 
ladder to work on entertainment 
development projects including 

World’s Craziest Fools and Mad Mad World as well 
producing numerous sketches for BBC Comedy 
online. He’s currently developing several sketch and 
sitcom projects as well as devising the official Mr. T 
iPhone app. In his spare time, Bertie runs Popcorn 
Comedy - an interactive comedy film night that 
combines live acts with sketches from the web.

“Here’s what I like about Bertie. A sharp editorial 
mind. An eye for the up and coming. Knows 
where the funny is. All that and really, really good 
with technology. An asset to any production 
company, but he’s certainly not for sale.”
ash atalla, managing director, roughcut 
Television

my favourite Tv moment of the year: Derren 
Brown: The Experiments - The Assassin. The 
‘assassination’ of Stephen Fry. A brilliantly 
shocking and fascinating moment of TV.

Benjamin PoWell-jones, researcher, 
iniTial

 
Since starting his career as the oldest 
runner in London, Benjamin has risen 
steadily through several companies to 
land this role at Initial. Here he devises 
and pitches entertainment 

programmes for the UK and global market, as well 
as adapting foreign formats for the domestic 
audience. Benjamin has a strong interest in 
comedy and can shoot almost as well as he thinks 
he can. In his spare time he enjoys writing 
sketches, shooting promotional videos and 
referring to himself in the third person.

“As well as being a true all-rounder with a fantastic 
attitude and work ethic, Ben has a hugely creative 
and unique way of approaching ideas that makes 
him a valuable asset to our team.” 
catherine lynch, head of development, initial

my favourite Tv moment of the year: The horse 
getting its head sliced off in Game of Thrones.

cassandre richards, sTraTegy manager, 
viacom inTernaTional media neTWorKs 

 
Cassandre started her career in the 
music industry in Paris. She then 
moved on to TV and joined 
FremantleMedia’s digital arm FMX. 
After working on productions for 

MySpace and YouTube, she became part of the 
Corporate Strategy team, working closely with the 
COO. As strategy manager at MTV Networks she 
supports the business development of the three 
main brands MTV, Nickelodeon and Comedy 
Central in the UK. 

“Cassandre is incredibly savvy, intuitive and a 
real grafter. I was very fortunate to work with 
her, as an invaluable member of my small team at 
FremantleMedia that developed and created the 
EMMY nominated PrintFriends.” 
owen matthews, development Producer, shine 
australia

my favourite Tv moment of the year: Damion 
Merry being unbelievably rude to the girls on Take 
Me Out. 

lucie richards, assisTanT Producer, 
sPun gold Tv 

 
Building her foundations at RDF 
Television, Lucie quickly climbed the 
ladder from intern to junior researcher. 
Lucie has a series of major terrestrial 
credits under her belt, recently 

working across a number of high profile shows, 
including ITV1’s Prince Charles: The Royal 
Restoration. Lucie has aspirations to one day run 
her own indie specialising in factual programming.

“Lucie is hard-working, a force of ideas, without 
ever taking her eye off the important detail. She 
is also a joy to work with. Which is an extremely 
rare combination in television.” 
matt drury, executive Producer, spun gold 
Television

my favourite Tv moment of the year: Jimmy 
Carr’s appearance on 8 Out of 10 Cats following 
his tax evasion scandal.
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Ben rogers, develoPmenT researcher, 
Tiger asPecT

 
Ben has quickly climbed the television 
ladder since stumbling into the 
industry just over 2 years ago, starting 
out on Talkback’s office runner 
scheme before working on the 

award-winning Celebrity Juice. Ben has a particular 
passion for ideas-driven shows, and recently joined 
Tiger Aspect’s comedy entertainment 
development team. Away from work Ben loves 
watching stand-up and playing football, and is also 
a keen traveller, having previously worked in both 
California and Australia.

“Ben has a wealth of original and funny ideas, 
and a great eye for comedy and joke writing. He 
is also blessed with a calmness of approach very 
rare for his years.” 
leon Wilson, head of Programmes, Talkback

my favourite Tv moment of the year: Steve 
Coogan’s hilarious speech when introducing 
Armando Iannucci at the British Comedy Awards.

jaine syKes, digiTal Producer, BBc 

 
Since moving from radio into 
television, Jaine has worked across 
various genres, first as a researcher on 
The One Show before becoming an 
assistant producer in comedy. She 

produced the online content for Mrs. Brown’s Boys 
and Mongrels, including interviews and an 
interactive game. Since January, Jaine has been 
working directly with the channel controllers, 
developing social media and overseeing online 
content for BBC channels. She hopes this will 
expand her knowledge enough to eventually win 
her local pub quiz!

“Jaine is always two steps ahead of you. It would 
start to get annoying if she wasn’t also such a 
professional, editorially savvy and fun person as 
well.” 
Zai Bennett, controller, BBc Three

my favourite Tv moment of the year: Seeing 
Beyonce rocking out like everyone else in the 
mosh pit to her husband Jay Z’s performance at 
the Hackney Weekend.

vicKy WalKer, scheduler, uKTv

 
Vicky started her career at sales house 
IDS in the commercial channel 
strategy team. Her close relationship 
with the UKTV channel teams led to a 
move into editorial as the channel and 

scheduling assistant on Watch. Shining in the role, 
Vicky was promoted to scheduler after only a year, 
taking on wider strategic responsibilities she was 
instrumental to the successful launch of Dynamo: 
Magician Impossible, Grimm & Alcatraz – which 
delivered the channel’s best ever ratings.  

“Vicky’s enviable analytical skills and editorial 
eye, coupled with her passion for television have 
made her invaluable member of not only the 
Watch team but of UKTV as well.” 
Zoe clapp, head of communications, uKTv

my favourite Tv moment of the year: Adele’s 
reaction to her speech being cut off by James 
Corden at this year’s Brits.sylvia WroBleWsKa, 
assisTanT 
sylvia WroBleWsKa, assisTanT
Producer, Freelance

Sylvia began her career as Production 
Coordinator on the feature 
documentary The Age of Stupid. She 
then became an associate producer at 
Current TV, managing both single and 

series documentaries from development to 
broadcast. Sylvia most recently produced a series 
of short documentaries for Media Trust, working 
with over 25 filmmakers around the country. As 
well as regularly attending industry festivals and 
events, Sylvia has produced discussion sessions 
and debates for BAFTA and Sheffield Doc/Fest. 
She also contributes to judging the Vimeo Festival 
Awards.

“Sylvia is an outstandingly creative and original 
producer. She’s warm, thoughtful and caring 
whilst getting the best out of everyone she works 
with. A unique combination!” 
jane mote, Former md current Tv (uK) 

my favourite Tv moment of the year: 
The scene from Britain in a Day where a father 
with a brain tumour lives long enough to see his 
daughter get married.
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“it reinvigorated my belief in my own 
ability and my passion for television, 
it enabled me to meet a collection 
of truly wonderful people, and forge 
contacts that i know will stand me in 
good stead for the rest of my career.”
gemma Brady, editor, education, channel 4 and 
ones to Watch delegate 2011
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Are you  
One to Watch? 

or know someone who is? 
Applications open February 2013.
www.mgeitf.co.uk/onestowatch 



10:00 – 11:30 

ThInKInG OuTsIDE ThE BOX:  
ThE FuTurE OF TV

Time to get your creative 
and competitive juices 
flowing in this fast paced 
brainstorming session. 
There’s not only pride on the 
line, but also hard cash, as 
you work in teams to reinvent 
three classic FremantleMedia 
UK shows for the connected 
living room. Guided by 
digital gurus from Channel 
4 and FremantleMedia UK, 
this is your chance to learn 
about how technology is 
transforming TV.

speakers: ollie Brack, Development Executive, Talkback 

julian Phillips, Creative Development Executive, 

FremantleMedia UK Interactive jen Topping, Online 

Business Manager, Channel 4

11:45 – 12:45   

hOW TO sTArT An InDIE

For many producers starting 
up a production company is 
the dream, but how do you 
do it? Is it just about having 
good ideas, or is it about 
having bundles of cash and 
a huge contact book? In this 
session you’ll hear from the 
producers who’ve done it 
themselves – looking back at 
the things they did well, and 
things they’d do differently if 
they could start over. 

speakers: alan clements, 

Director of Content, STV graham 

stuart, Co-Founder & Director, So 

Television

14:00 – 15:00   

EnTErTAInInG TV Isn’T JusT FOr 
EnTErTAInMEnT COMMIssIOnErs

David Glover is changing the 
way the nation views 
specialist factual 
programming. From the 
award winning Inside 
Nature’s Giants to the 
BAFTA winning Mummifing 
Alan, David is convinced that 
entertaining television 

doesn’t just come from shiny floors, formats, 
returnable series and reality. Taking a break from 
programming that includes encouraging celebrities 
to take illegal substances and deliberately crashing a 
passenger jet into the dessert, David will discuss the 
importance of approaching familiar territories in 
bold, fresh and if necessary unconventional ways. 

speaker: david glover, Senior Commissioning Editor, 

Factual, Channel 4

15:15 – 16:15  

A rIsKy BusInEss: ThE TruTh 
ABOuT hOW TO GET AhEAD In TV

Daisy started her career 
in BBC Arts before  
moving onto Talkback  
where she created 
ground-breaking shows 
including Property Ladder, 
How Clean is Your House, 
Grand Designs and Would 
Like to Meet. In 2005 she 

risked everything to set up her own indie Silver 
River, as well as putting her reputation on the line 
by publishing her own poetry and novels. In this 
session Daisy explains how pushing yourself out  
of your comfort zone is the key to career and 
personal success.

speaker: daisy goodwin, Head Girl, Silver River
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16:30 – 17:30    

WhO rEAlly DECIDEs WhAT WE 
WATCh: ThE ArT OF sChEDulInG

The scheduling of a 
programme can make or 
break it. A clever scheduler 
will plan shows that build 
viewing through the evening. 
They will flow audiences 
seamlessly from show to 
show, reflecting how 
audiences feel at different 
times of the day or week. A 
good theory, but in practice 
it’s not always so simple. In 
this session George Dixon 
and Dan McGolpin, 
scheduling sages at Channel 
4 and the BBC illuminate this 
‘dark’ art form, revealing that 
behind every good channel 

controller is an even better channel scheduler. 

speakers: george dixon, Head of Channel Management, 

Channel 4 dan mcgolpin, Controller of Scheduling, 

BBC One

19:45 – 22:30 

ThE nETWOrK/OnEs TO WATCh 
OPEnInG nIGhT: IT’s Only TV BuT  
I rEAlly lIKE IT

It’s the first night, so what 
better way to get you into the 
mood for a TV festival, than a 
quiz all about TV? Hosted by 
comic and face of CBBC Iain 
Stirling with special guests 
Frisky and Mannish, you will 
have your knowledge of the 
industry tested to the max 
(well, do you know the theme 
tune to Countryfile? No, nor 
do we, don’t worry). 
After the show, there’ll be time 
for drinks and mingling with 
your fellow Ones to Watch 
and Network delegates, 
MGEITF Talent Schemes’ 
Committee members and 
other industry folk. 

host: iain stirling Producer: joe 

mace, Head of Entertainment 

Development, ITV Studios 

assistant Producer: Peter howell, 

Development Assistant Producer, 

ITV studios

“The live Pitch experience was 
a personal highlight, the whole 
experience really enriched my ones 
to Watch time. i went from being 
overwhelmed by the prospect, to 
getting endless support and really 
honing my skills.”
Bethan Barker – social media manager, The mill 
and ones to Watch delegate 2011

sponsored by
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day 2: Thursday
The FinTry, eicc

09:15 – 09:30      

WElCOME FrOM KEnTOn AllEn

Hear from Edinburgh TV 
Festival’s Advisory Chair 
Kenton Allen on how to 
make the most of your time 
in Edinburgh.  What are the 
sessions you simply can’t 
miss?  Who are the movers 
and shakers you should be 
cornering in the lobby?  How 

can you survive all those parties? This short intro 
will tell you all you need to know to make the most 
of MGEITF.

speaker: Kenton allen, Chief Executive Officer, Big Talk 

Productions and MGEITF Advisory Chair 2012

09:45 – 10:45      

A rOuGh GuIDE TO runnInG 
ChAnnEls

In this informative session 
Chief Creative Officer Jay 
Hunt lays bare the creative 
and commercial challenges 
of running a vast broadcast 
network. From Channel 4 to 
it’s younger siblings E4, 
More4 and Film4 and its 
online platforms and 

distribution channels, Jay will reveal the inner 
workings of a television corporation. From shaping 
channel brand identity to balancing budgets, Jay 
will share her decision-making processes and offer 
up a shorthand guide to the day to day business of 
running channels.

speaker: jay hunt, Chief Creative Officer, Channel 4

11:00 – 12:00      

C.O.n.F.l.I.C.T. AnD sTOryTEllInG In 
FACTuAl TV

 
When broadcasting chiefs 
want to develop the germ of 
an idea into something that 
will have the nation talking 
they pick up the phone to the 
multi-BAFTA winning 
troubleshooter Robert 
Thirkell.  From Back to Floor 
to Blood on the Carpet, 

Jamie’s School Dinners and Big Chef Takes on 
Little Chef, this session will be an unmissable guide 
to factual storytelling.

speaker: robert Thirkell, TV Troubleshooter

day 3: Friday
The FinTry, eicc

09:30 – 10:30

ThE OnEs TO WATCh ElEVATOr PITCh

Pitching is one of the 
toughest and most 
important skills to perfect in 
TV.  Ones to Watch has 
teamed up with Channel 4 
to offer an exciting 

opportunity to get a film commissioned for their 
arts strand Random Acts. Twelve finalists will 
present their elevator pitches live to Channel 4 
Arts Commissioning Editor, Tabitha Jackson.

judge: Tabitha jackson, Commissioning Editor, Arts, 

Channel 4 chair: martha Kearney, Writer & Broadcaster 

Pitchers: 12 ones to Watch delegates Producers: jason 

mitchell  Creative Director, The Connected Set vivienne 

molokwu Senior Producer, Monkey Kingdom
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Thank you. By buying 
a ticket to MGEITF 
you have helped to 
fund The Network, 
the industry’s most 
exciting introduction 
to TV. Since 1980, The 
Network (formerly 
TVYP) has been helping 
talented people from 
all backgrounds get a 
foothold in the industry. 

We have kick started literally hundreds of careers 
and inspired many people to follow their dream. 

The generosity of our sponsors, funders and paying 
delegates means The Network is completely free to 
all participants, so we’re accessible to people from 
all backgrounds and from all regions. 

I’m proud of The Network’s long track record in 
introducing people to the world of television. So 
many of our delegates go on to great things. We 
are attracting the best names in TV to come and 
work with these new entrants and we continue 
to work towards securing a creative, diverse and 
representative workforce which reflects the TV 
audience. 

This year we are thrilled to be joined by the 10 
trainees from Shine/ Livity’s production company 
The Hatch. They will be dividing their time between 
The Network programme and the TV Festival 
sessions so please do make them welcome!

The Network starts in Edinburgh but it doesn’t 
end here. All Networkers are eligible to apply for a 
place on The Network at Work, the work placement 
scheme which matches exceptional talent with entry 
level jobs across the industry. If you are looking for a 
bright, talented, passionate person to join your team 
then do please contact rhiannonrobertson@mgeitf.
co.uk to find out how we can help you, we’d love the 
chance to introduce you to our alumni. 

And if you bump into a Network delegate over the 
weekend, please remember when you were starting 
out in TV and pass on 
any useful tips!

joe godwin
Chair, MGEITF Talent 
Schemes 
Director, BBC Children’s

The neTWorK TalenT scheme

“i have met some amazing people. 
i have improved my confidence and 
have genuinely had the best four days 
of my life.  one of my favourite sayings 
is, ‘get a job you love and you will 
never have to work a day in your life’; 
The network has proved that a job in 
television is for me.”
danielle spears, The network delegate, 2011

Do you know 
someone who wants 

to work in TV? 
Applications for The Network  

open February 2013.  
www.mgeitf.co.uk/thenetwork
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joe godwin
Director BBC Children’s
Chair, MGEITF Talent Schemes

Tamara howe
Controller, Production Operations,  
BBC Vision Productions
Deputy Chair, MGEITF Talent 
Schemes

nick astor
Executive Producer, zuboxTV

Kate Barnes
Head of Digital Channels, Five

dominic Bird
Head of Formats, Channel 4 

helena hewett 
Presenters’ Manager, Avalon 
Management

Tabitha jackson
Commissioning Editor, Arts, 
Channel 4 

catherine lynch
Head of Development, Initial

joe mace
Head of Entertainment 
Development, ITV Studios

jason mitchell 
Creative Director, The Connected 
Set

vivienne molokwu
Senior Producer, Monkey 
Kingdom

daniell morrisey 
Talent Executive, BBC Children’s

mgeiTF TalenT  
schemes commiTTee 2012
Thanks as ever to the fantastic mgeiTF Talent schemes’ committee who meet throughout the  
year and combine their expertise, enthusiasm and dedication to produce a superb programme  
for delegates of The network and ones to Watch.

The neTWorK sPonsors

ones To WaTch sPonsors
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mgeiTF eXecuTive  
commiTTee 2012
Kenton allen 
Chief Executive Officer 
Big Talk Productions

ash atalla 
Managing Director 
Roughcut Television

james Baker 
Joint Managing Director 
Red Arrow Entertainment

Peter Barron 
Director, External Relations, 
Europe, Middle East and Africa
Google

elaine Bedell 
Director of Entertainment and 
Comedy 
ITV

Zai Bennett 
Controller  
BBC Three 

amy Brown 
Head of Events Management 
EMEA 
Google

alan clements 
Director of Content 
STV

danny cohen 
Controller  
BBC One

alex  connock 
Director of New Business 
Shine UK

george entwistle 
Director General 
BBC

joe godwin 
Director 
BBC Children’s

daisy goodwin 
Head Girl 
Silver River Productions

Krishnan guru-murthy  
Newscaster 
Channel 4 News

steve hewlett 
Writer, Broadcaster and Media 
Consultant 

Tim hincks 
Chairman 
Endemol UK

mike large 
Director of Communications  
ITV

andrew mackenzie 
Group Creative Director 
Twofour

alex mahon 
President  and Chief Commercial 
Officer 
Shine Group

andrew newman 
Chief Creative Officer 
Objective Productions

julian Payne 
Head of Press and Media 
Relations 
BBC Vision

Patrick robinson 
Director, Business and Human 
Rights, Yahoo! Inc. 
Yahoo!

jane rogerson 
Director of Commissioning 
UKTV

dan sabbagh 
Head of Media and Technology 
The Guardian

ruth settle 
PR Consultant  
Freud Communications

chris shaw 
Editorial Director 
ITN Productions 

graham stuart 
Co-Founder & Director 
So Television

deborah Turness 
Editor 
ITV News

Patrick Walker 
Senior Director 
YouTube Music, EMEA
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mgeiTF advisory commiTTee 2012
Kenton allen 
Chief Executive Officer 
Big Talk Productions

saul nassé  
Controller 
BBC Learning

abigail appleton 
Head of Commissioning  
BBC Learning

anna Fern 
Channels Executive 
ITV

Ben Winston 
Co-CEO 
Fulwell 73 

Brendan miller 
Series Producer 
Mentorn

charlie Bunce 
Head of Features & Formats 
Leopard Films

chris aylott 
Head of PR, Sky1 
BSkyB

chris Wilson 
Head of Broadcast 
Comic Relief

claire lewis 
Head of Broadcast  
The Gate Films in Manchester

david mapstone 
Senior Programme Editor 
Channel 4 News

donna Taberer 
Head of College of Production 
BBC Academy

dr aleks Krotoski 
Researcher, Journalist & Author 
of Untangling the Web 
The Guardian / Observer

duncan gray 
Creative Director 
Princess Productions

ed havard 
Channel Executive 
Channel 4

Federico gaggio 
VP, Executive Creative Director 
Discovery Networks UK & 
Western Europe

Fraser robinson 
Development Consultant 

greg sanderson 
Commissioning Executive, Music 
& Arts 
BBC

helen veale 
Creative Director 
Outline Productions

ian johnson 
Managing Director 
Ian Johnson Publicity

ian russell 
Director of Co-Production & 
Executive Producer 
Cineflix Productions UK

jack lundie 
Director of Brand & 
Communications 
Save the Children

james herring 
Joint Managing Director 
TaylorHerring Communications

jane Fletcher 
Head of Press 
Channel 4

jason mills 
Editor, Web 
ITV News

joff Powell 
Executive Producer 
Entertainment 
Lion Television

Professor jonathan shalit 
Chairman 
ROAR Global Ltd

Karl Warner 
Executive Director 
Entertainment Commissioning

Kate maddigan 
Commissioner Entertainment 
ITV

Kate Ward 
Associate Director, Global 
Business Development 
Shine Group

lisa Perrin 
Creative Director 
Shine Network

matt locke 
Director 
Storythings.com

mirella Breda 
Executive Editor, Entertainment 
Commissioning 
BBC

michelle chappell 
Commissioning Editor, News, 
Current Affairs & Documentaries 
Channel 5

neil midgley 
Freelance Journalist 

richard Waterworth 
Head of B2B & Partner Marketing, 
EMEA 
YouTube

richard Watsham  
Senior Commissioning Editor 
UKTV
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mgeiTF regional  
advisory  
commiTTee 2012
ewan vinnicombe 
Head of Presentation 
CBeebies & CBBC

darrell olsen
Executive Producer 
BBC

giil lsles 
Producer 
Baby Cow Productions

jon mountague 
Executive Editor 
DLT Entertainment

Kerry Brierley 
Head of Development 
Nine Lives Media

Pam cavannagh 
Comissioning Executive Producer 
BBC Daytime 

Peter gwyn 
Executive Producer 
ITV Studios

sally evans 
Executive Editor 
Shiver Productions

sumi connock 
Creative Director, Entertainment 
ITV Studios

Tommy nagra 
Head of Television 
BBC Religion & Ethics

russell stopford 
Head of Digital
Manchester City FC
Non-exec Chairman
Glow Labs

sam anthony 
Creative Director 
Sun Dog Pictures

sarfraz manzoor 
Writer & Broadcaster 

saskia schuster 
Commissioning Editor, Comedy 
Sky

sebastian scott 
Founder 
Prdctble Media

simon Tomkins 
Head of Programme  
of Strategy, ITV2 
ITV

suzy lambert 
Freelance Media Events Producer 

Tamsyn Zietsman 
Head of PR 
Sky Atlantic HD

Tom mcdonnell 
Commercial Director 
Monterosa

vasha Wallace 
SVP Global Acquisitions and 
Development 
FremantleMedia

victoria Fea 
Commissioning Executive 
ITV Drama

Zoe clapp 
Communications Director 
UKTV
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The FesTival Team
FesTival Team

louise Benson 
Festival Director

ellie caddell 
Commercial Director

caroline meaby 
Talent Schemes Director

nicky ammon 
Production Director

liz swift 
Editorial Producer

amanda linton 
Financial Controller

amy cahill 
Sponsorship and 
Marketing Executive

Francesca de Barr 
Special Events & 
Operations Executive

rhiannon robertson 
Talent Schemes 
Coordinator

hetal dassani 
Registrations and 
Panellist Manager

alan Watkins and  
owen Pearson  
skylark Productions  
IT Directors

josh hollick 
Festival Researcher

Pete sullivan 
Production Manager

lou collins 
Production Coordinator

nick Powers 
The Network 
Production Manager

lec croft 
Lighting Designer

andrew gordon 
Set Designer

Paul lennie 
Baillie Signs 
Signage and Branding

john Tosh
Sound Designer

Paul volker 
Blitz 
Operations Coordinator

james herring 
Taylor Herring 
Communications

justin jefferys 
Taylor Herring 
Communications

rob mcdougall 
Photographer

clementine Kirby
Taylor Herring 
Communications

a sPecial ThanK
you To…

russell stopford and 
mayur upadhyaya
Glow Labs

saoirse richardson, 
Tim hunt, Francesca 
ropelato 
and all at The Guardian

Bradley dunk
Designer
Pixel & Ink LLP
www.pixel-and-ink.co.uk

julie Kershaw and  
lynne downie
Edinburgh Conventions 
Bureau

chris evans
The Farm

rod White and 
jenny leask
Filmhouse Edinburgh

michelle osborn
BBC

alan Bingle
Forty6 Design 
www.forty6design.com

holly Blake
Festival design 
illustration

joseph swift and 
andrew marsh, 
Channel of the Year 
Award Production  
http://r-a-r-a.com

nathalie laurent-marke 
Lisa Thomas 
Management

Filming creW

We would like to 
thank the following 
tutors, students and 
alumni from the Screen 
Department of the 
Royal Conservatoire of 
Scotland for their in-
kind filming services for 
the Festival
 
sTaFF creW
Ray Tallan
Gavin Rizza
Adam McIlwaine
Andy Dougan
Lauren Burns
Neil Thom
 

sTudenT creW
Chris Kinghorn
Amelie Weisbecker
Andrew Wright
Chris Sneddon
Jonny Blair
Nicola Duckworth
Ben Cook
Michael Crumley
Conor Meechan
Louise Dawson
Ed Halligan
Alan Campbell
Megan McKay
Steve Ewart
Jacek Hubner
Jenni Speirs
Ruaraidh MacLeod
Paul Crone
Ryan Small

 

The Screen 
Department at the 
Royal Conservatoire 
of Scotland runs the 
acclaimed BA in Digital 
Film and Television; 
a unique course 
which combines high 
levels of craft skills in 
conjunction with the  
creation of TV and 
other media content. 
Our students are trained 
on state of the art 
equipment e.g the Red 
Epic and work closely 
with leading industry 
figures in producing 
award-winning short 
films.
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